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Foreword

The 2021 IAU Offices Family Meeting: An Overview
I don’t know who came up with calling this the “IAU Office Family Meeting”. And the familylabel isn’t perfect; volunteering is, by definition, a voluntary choice to do something, to join aspecific community. But we are definitely a community, and it’s undeniable that, both during thismeeting and during our interactions elsewhere, there is a certain familiarity that goes beyondthat within other communities. We share a fascination for astronomy. We definitely share theconviction that there is more to astronomy than science and research: Astronomy can help usreach out, can play a role in education both in a school setting and as we set about supportingyoung astronomers, and astronomy can help make the world a better place. The IAU out this inwriting as it formulated its strategic goals 2020–20301: Promote the use of astronomy as a toolfor development in every country. Engage the public in astronomy. Foster the dissemination ofastronomical knowledge among professional astronomers. Stimulate the use of astronomy forteaching and education at school level.
Now, as we all know, having goals is one thing, implementing something else again. About adecade ago, the IAU was just beginning to set itself goals that went markedly beyond organisingevents and providing spaces for discussion for the community of professional astronomers.At that time, implementation was fully in the hands of that community: IAU members wouldorganise in Divisions, Commissions and Working Groups, and the volunteer members of thoseself-organised bodies would collaborate to get things done. The first new step was in leveragingastronomy for development, as laid out in the Strategic Plan 2010–20202 and it was clear (andspelled out in the plan) that this would require new resources, and a new structure. Thus, thefirst of the IAU offices was born: the Office of Astronomy for Development (OAD), launched in2011, hosted at the South African Astronomical Observatory in Cape Town, and with split funding:part of the financial support from the IAU, the other from the host partner, in that case theSouth African National Research Foundation as well as the country’s Department of Science andInnovation. Within that new kind of structure, there were now staff members paid specificallyfor the work needed, which took IAU engagement to a whole new level. Other offices followed:the Office for Astronomy Outreach (OAO) hosted and co-funded by the National AstronomicalObservatory of Japan (NAOJ), established 2012; most recently our Office of Astronomy forEducation (OAE) hosted in Heidelberg at Haus der Astronomie and the Max Planck Institutefor Astronomy, funded by the Max Planck Society, the Klaus Tschira Foundation and the CarlZeiss Foundation with generous support by the Shaw Prize Foundation. The fourth office has astructure that is somewhat different — its defining activity, the International School for YoungAstronomers (ISYA), has been going on since 1967; the Office for Young Astronomers (OYA)established in 2015 by the IAU and the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters (NASL) is avirtual office, without dedicated staff of its own, a support structure for the ISYAs.
While the structure of Offices provided sorely needed resources, and the possibility to pursue

1https://www.iau.org/static/administration/about/strategic plan/strategicplan-2020- 2030.pdf2https://iau.org/static/education/strategicplan 2010-2020.pdf
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long-term goals much more effectively than before, the sheer scale of those goals — develop-ment, education, outreach, world-wide — required wider-ranging support. The InternationalYear of Astronomy 2009 (IYA2009) had shown how such wider range could be achieved: With anetwork of 148 “National Nodes” coordinating and encouraging IYA2009 activities in the partici-pating countries, each node with a person acting as Single Point of Contact (SPOC) to allow for(comparatively) easy coordination between the Nodes and the international organisers. Forty(mostly) supra-national organisations had their own “Organisational Nodes”, also with SPOCs.When the OAO was founded, it was in large part to keep going the international momentum theIYA2009 had generated. Many of those who’d been active during IYA2009 in their countriesbecame the OAO NOCs (initially “National Outreach Contacts”, later “National Outreach Coordi-nator”) when the OAO initiated that volunteer program in 2013. The OAD went a different road(no pun intended) by establishing Regional Offices of Astronomy for Development (ROADs) and,with a focus not on a geographical region, but on areas with a common language, LanguageOffices of Astronomy for Development (LOADs). When the OAE started establishing its widernetwork, in early 2020, it went both routes: soliciting OAE Centers and OAE Nodes to supportits mission internationally, and establishing National Astronomy Education Coordinator Teams(NAEC Teams) as liaisons to the separate countries’ astronomy education and wider educationcommunities. (Incidentally, NOC is pronounced “nok” and NAEC is pronounced “naa-yek”.)
This, then, is where we stand today. And while the IAU Offices with their dedicated staff forma valuable core of activities, the volunteer community associated with the IAU is larger, morediverse and more important than ever. And while OAD, OAO and OAE each have their owncommunication procedures to keep in touch with their respective networks, it is clear that thereis a considerable potential for synergy. We, here at the OAE, are particularly aware of this, givenhow instrumental contacts with the NOCs and ROADs were in helping us build our own NAECnetwork. Helping to forge ties and connections within this large community, with an eye towardshow contacts between its various members could benefit our common (and even our separate)goals was the main idea behind this Office Family Meeting.
I do not want to withhold credit here, but I truly do not remember who came up, duringour inter-office, Zoom-based brainstorming sessions, with the idea of making this meeting anUnconference (may be Kevin Govender, or at least someone from OAD?). The idea behindUnconferences is to allow meeting participants themselves to structure a meeting and its topics.In the end, we didn’t quite go the route of the dotastronomy conferences, with Unconferencetopics and participants being decided very short-term, interactively — we didn’t see how thatcould work for a large virtual meeting. Instead, we solicited topics, and asked participants to actas moderators. We did follow the principle that the results of those parallel meetings should beavailable to participants as a whole; thus the “Session summary” meetings after each block,and thus the write-ups you can find in this document here.
For some time, we weren’t sure if this would work well. It’s always a matter of expectations, ofcourse. Both the proposals for session topics and the volunteer moderators seemed to tricklein slowly. With 249 registrations, it seemed to us that we were not reaching as many withinour community as we could have. We later found out that we had inadvertently scheduledthe meeting during the Islamic holiday of Eid al-Adha; our apologies to all whom we affectedby that choice, and we will be more careful in the future. We had no clear indication whetherthe format, with the unstructured discussions, would work. Would there be completely emptysessions, for instance?
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As soon as the sessions had started, though, things were looking up. Eagerly session-hopping,it seemed as if there were lively discussions everywhere. People were meeting each other,participants were making themselves heard and exchanging their views. Of course, a number ofthose speaking were familiar faces within the IAU network, but they did not appear to overlydominate the discourse — at least, in a poll during our closing session, 98% of respondentsindicated that they had had sufficient opportunities to make their voices heard. A number ofpeople did take the opportunity for random one-on-one meetings that the Hopin conferencesystem allows for, although not as many as we had hoped: 50% did not use that system at all(40% did not even try); on the other hand, 36% of respondents used the system to meet upwith 6 or more other participants.
So taking everything together, we do count the Offices Family Meeting as a success, if open toimprovement in some of its aspects. Going back to the polls one last time: 82% of respondentsagreed, insofar as they would like the event to be repeated. (16% were fine with either arepetition or none. 2% were opposed, which for a total of 49 participants in that particular pollcorresponds to a single evidently unhappy respondent.)
Regarding the discussions during the various sessions, which you can find summarised in thefollowing pages, all of them are part of wider and ongoing conversations. The Offices will followup, and make sure that we carry those observations, wishes, critical comments and requestsforward and, where possible, integrate them into our work. This is what the last sections of thisdocument are about, which are written by the Offices themselves.
Numerous people have contributed to make the 2021 IAU Offices Family Meeting what it was. Sothank you to all participants, to those who suggested topics, to those who moderated sessions,to all who participated in the meeting’s discussions! Likewise to the leaders and staff of the fourIAU Offices, who participated in planning the meeting. Last but certainly not least, a heart-feltthank-you to the IAU OAE staff who worked behind the scenes to get the event itself up andrunning, and keep it that way: Markus Nielbock, Niall Deacon, Anna Sippel, Asmita Bhandare,Eduardo Penteado and, finally, Gwen Sanderson.

Markus PösselDirector, IAU Office of Astronomy for EducationHeidelberg, September 16, 2021
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Schedule
Tuesday, July 20, 2021

Welcome& Introduction to the IAU Offices Family Meeting
Markus Pössel WelcomeOAE Director

Ewine van Dishoeck Notes from the IAUIAU President
Teresa Lago The IAU OfficesIAU General Secretary

Kevin Govender Introducing the Office of Astronomy for DevelopmentOAD Director
Carolin Liefke Introducing the Office of Astronomy for EducationOAE Deputy Director
Lina Canas Introducing the Office of Astronomy OutreachOAO Director

Itziar Aretxaga Introducing the Office for Young AstronomersISYA Director

11:00 - 12:00 UTC

Markus Nielbock IAU Offices Family Meeting conceptOAE Coordinator

Wednesday, July 21, 2021

07:00 - 07:15 UTC Informal meet & greet
Block session 1

Moderator: Robert Hollow - NAEC Australia Meeting of Oceanian Southeast Asian regionsSupport: Tan Vu Nguyen - Co-NOC Vietnam
Moderator: Nasser Alkadi - NAEC Syria Computing and electronics for teaching astronomySupport: Tareq Alkhateb - NAEC Syria

Moderator: Aysegül Yelkenci - NAEC Turkey Organising teacher training eventsSupport: Dr. Zhu Jin - NOC China Nanjing
07:15 - 08:15 UTC

Moderator: Mayssa El Yazidi - NOC Tunisia Research in classroomsSupport: Samir Dhurde - NOC India
08:15 - 08:30 UTC Informal meet & greet
08:30 - 09:00 UTC Sessions summaries (Block 1) - Moderator: Kevin Govender (OAD Director)
09:00 - 09:15 UTC Informal meet & greet

Block session 2
Moderator: Jin Zhu - NAEC China Archival data for educationSupport: Tan Vu Nguyen - Co-NOC Vietnam

Moderator: Farseem Mohammedy - NAEC & NOC Bangladesh STEAM AstronomySupport: Exodus Chun Long Sit - NAEC Hong Kong
Moderator: Susan Murabana - NAEC Kenya Monitoring & evaluationSupport: Frances McCarthy - NAEC & NOC Committee Ireland

09:15 - 10:15 UTC

Moderator: Thilina Heenatigala - NAEC & NOC Sri Lanka Decolonising Astronomy Outreach & EducationSupport: Nadeem Oozeer - NOC Mauritius
10:15 - 10:30 UTC Informal meet & greet
10:30 - 11:00 UTC Sessions summaries (Block 2) - Moderator: Anna Sippel (OAE)
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Wednesday, July 21, 2021

11:00 - 11:15 UTC Informal meet & greet
Block session 3

Moderator: Paul Baki - NAEC & NOC Kenya Meeting of African regionsSupport: Mayssa El Yazidi - NOC Tunisia
Moderator: Vegard Rekaa - NAEC Norway Science CommunicationSupport: Gustavo Rojas - PLOAD

Moderator: Marieke Baan - NOC Netherlands NAEC, NOC, R/LOAD, OYA collaborationsSupport: Marc Frincu - NAEC Romania
11:15 - 12:15 UTC

Moderator: Monika Jurkovic - NOC Serbia Outreach funding opportunitiesSupport: Angela Péréz - NAEC Colombia
12:15 - 12:30 UTC Informal meet & greet
12:30 - 13:00 UTC Sessions summaries (Block 3) - Moderator: Eduardo Penteado (OAE, Coordinator)
13:00 - 13:15 UTC Informal meet & greet

Block session 4
Moderator: Salma Sylla - NOC Senegal Meeting of French speaking regionsSupport: Abdelhafid Bani - NAEC Morocco

Moderator: Laura Trouille - North American ROAD Citizen ScienceSupport: Tan Vu Nguyen - Co-NOC Vietnam
Moderator: Angie Barr - NAEC Chile Remote teaching & outreachSupport: Beatriz Garcia - NOC Argentina

11:15 - 12:15 UTC

Moderator: Mayra Lebrón - NOC Puerto Rico Amateurs astronomersSupport: Ivalu Barlach Christensen - NAEC Greenland
13:15 - 14:30 UTC Informal meet & greet
14:30 - 15:00 UTC Sessions summaries (Block 4) - Moderator: Eduardo Penteado (OAE, Coordinator)
15:00 - 15:15 UTC Informal meet & greet

Block session 5
Moderator: Juan Angel - NAEC Spain Meeting of Hispanic regionsSupport: Melissa Solares Hidalgo - NAEC Guatemala

Moderator: Ali Al-Edhari - NAEC & NOC Iraq Astronomy Awareness KitSupport: Rulx Narcisse - NAEC & NOC Haiti
Moderator: Anahi Caldu Primo - NAEC Mexico Teaching astronomy in insecure areasSupport: Ndunge Roland - NOC Cameroon

15:15 - 16:15 UTC

Moderator: Exodus Chun Long Sit - NAEC Hong Kong IAU & outreachSupport: Andreja Gomboc - NAEC & NOC Slovenia
16:15 - 16:30 UTC Informal meet & greet
16:30 - 17:00 UTC Sessions summaries (Block 5) - Moderator: Eduardo Penteado (OAE, Coordinator)
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Thursday, July 22, 2021

9:00 - 9:15 UTC Informal meet & greet
Block session 6

Moderator: Myriam Alqassab - NOC Bahrain Meeting of Arabic speaking regionsSupport: Mayssa Elyazidi - NOC Tunisia
Moderator: Suresh Bhattarai - NAEC & NOC Nepal Astronomy OlympiadsSupport: Aniket Sule - NAEC India

Moderator: Thilina Heenatigala - NAEC & NOC Sri Lanka Access to remote observingSupport: Ivo Jokin - NAEC Bulgaria
Moderator: Ma. Rosario C. Ramos - NAEC & NOC Philippines Science education methodsSupport: Rosa Doran - NAEC Portugal & Portugese LOAD

9:15 - 10:15 UTC

Moderator: Santiago Vargas Dominguez - NAEC Colombia Open source toolsSupport: Ndunge Roland - NOC Cameroon
10:15 - 10:30 UTC Informal meet & greet
10:30 - 11:00 UTC Sessions summaries (Block 6) - Moderator: Lina Canas (OAO Director)
11:00 - 11:15 UTC Informal meet & greet

Block session 7
Moderator: Olayinka Fagbemiro - NAEC Nigeria Astronomy education in low-income communitiesSupport: Manuel Grullon - NOC Domincan Republic

Moderator: Sara Anjos Overcome gender inequalitySupport: Tshiamiso Makwela - NAEC South Africa
Moderator: Mayssa El Yazidi - NOC Tunisia Astronomy and careersSupport: Sarah Abotis-Masters - NAEC Ghana

11:15 - 12:15 UTC

Moderator: Nadeem Oozeer - NOC Mauritius Europe – Africa collaborationsSupport: Mamadou N’Diaye
12:15 - 12:30 UTC Informal meet & greet
12:30 - 13:00 UTC Sessions summaries (Block 7) - Moderator: Samir Dhurde (NOC India)
13:00 - 13:15 UTC Informal meet & greet

Block session 8
Moderator: Yasmin Catricheo Astronomy education & outreach in the CaribbeanSupport: Carmen Pantoja NOC USA

Moderator: Lundby Rekaa - NAEC Norway AstrotourismSupport: Nicolas Vasquez
Moderator: Kuntal Misra - NAEC India Telescope networkSupport: Sarita Vig - NAEC India

Moderator: Premana W. Premadi - NAEC Indonesia Education and outreachSupport: Dr. Zhu Jin - NOC & NAEC China Nanjing

13:15 - 14:15 UTC

Moderator: William Waller - NAEC USA Astronomical societiesSupport: Sona Ehlerova - NAEC & NOC Czech Rep
14:15 - 14:30 UTC Informal meet & greet
14:30 - 15:00 UTC Sessions summaries (Block 8) - Moderator: Alessandra Zanassi (OAE Center Italy)

Plenary session
Markus Pössel - OAE Director

Meeting summary and farewell
Kevin Govender - OAD Director

Carolin Liefke - OAE Deputy Director
Lina Canas - OAO Director

15:00 - 15:30 UTC

Itziar Aretxaga - ISYA Director
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Block 1

Meeting of Oceanian Southeast Asian regions
Moderator: Robert Hollow (NAEC Australia)Support: Tan Vu Nguyen (Co-NOC Vietnam)

This was an opportunity for participants from this region to meet, initiate collaborations anddiscuss a set of topics of common interest.
This session was an opportunity for IAU Office Family members from OAD, OAO, OAE andOYA from the South-East Asian and Oceania nations to meet, discuss common issues andchallenges, identify priorities and develop some potential collaborations. Participants includedrepresentatives from Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Japan, Australia plus OAO from Japan, OAD fromSouth Africa and OYA. This is a diverse region with many languages plus geographical andsocio-economic factors presenting challenges.
Robert Hollow indicted regret that Australia was unable towelcome and host regional partners atthe APRIM Meeting in Perth and the CAP Meeting in Sydney in 2020. The IAU General Assemblyin Busan, South Korea in 2022 will hopefully provide an opportunity for regional members tomeet in person. The next APRIM meeting will be in Koriyama, Japan in 2023.
COVID has had a major impact across the region. A positive from it though was, for example,the rollout of more reliable internet access across the many islands of Indonesia. Participantsnoted the move to and greater acceptance of online learning, outreach and communication.This will only grow in future and needs to be factored in as a standard mode for future initiativesand communication.
A major omission form the IAU family of offices is the lack of representation from nations inthe Oceania region other than Australia and New Zealand and NAECs needed for Cambodia,Vietnam and Myanmar. An action item is for participants to try and identify potential NOC andNAEC contacts across the region.
Kevin Govender from OADwas curious about the low number of funding requests from Australiaand New Zealand. Robert Hollow replied that these countries are generally able to fund projectsinternally thus not needing to draw on limited OAD funds. There is great potential for possiblecollaborations though with other regional collaborators for projects.
Avivah Yamani suggested that the 2023 total solar eclipse could provide an excellent opportunityfor a regional collaboration given that it will be visible in Australia, Indonesia and Timor Leste.We recommend a follow up dedicated online workshop/meeting to start exploring possibilitiesfor this.
We are keen to organise a regional IAU Office family Meeting that could be more time zone
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friendly for participants and allow participants from all countries in the region to meet up. Arelated issue is the desire to establish on-going communication and collaboration channelsfor regional members. Whether this is arranged by each office or more casually by regionalparticipants is yet to be resolved. We recommend an online meeting to explore interest incollaboration around the 2023 solar eclipse.

Computing and electronics for teaching astronomy
Moderator: Nasser Alkadi (NAEC Syria)Support: Tareq Alkhateb (NAEC Syria)

In this session we discussed and exchanged experiences with including computer science,engineering and electronics in astronomy projects for students, and how can programming (e.g.,Arduinos, Scratch, Python, etc.) or circuits enrich teaching.
We started with an introduction of ourselves, and the Syrian Astronomical Association and itsactivities held in the Syrian astronomical observatory; we explained through this introductionwhat are the traditional methods that we used to educate kids about astronomy and spacescience.
The first question was more of an invitation to attendees to share their screen and tell us abouttheir own experience on this matter, did they use any kind of special software that they foundjoyful to educate kids using it?
We had a very small number of attendees but we had a contributor that wrote in the chat andafter that came on to the stage area and told us about her experience using spectroscopy andfibre optics and software’s that came with it, to teach kids about wavelengths and spectrum,she said they had a good time even though they didn’t fully understand how the whole thingworked but they had a good idea about the subject in a fun cool scientific way.We also introduced a website called quizone (quizone.me). This website is very interactive, ithas a lot of tools for educators to use. We explained how it worked, and how we can play fungames with a lot of kids and at the same time educate them about many different subjectsincluding astronomy in all its fields.
Another contributor wrote in the chat that they had a good experience using Stellarium, an appli-cation for mobile phones that can be easily used for observing nights to identify constellations,the position of planets, and practically anything related to the night sky.
Another example given was the software universe sandbox and its 3D graphics and literallysandbox that you can make scenarios of supernovas, black holes swallowing earth etc. Thesequestions pop up a lot during activities and some kids have a hard time getting the idea, sothem seeing it makes it a lot easier to imagine and comprehend difficult subjects.
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We showed an example of a model of the solar system that was a gift given to us, a simplerotating table with rotating planets through small motors and wheels, the kids had so much funwith it and learned about the planets in a new, really exciting way.
A question we also asked on the chat: Is there "based on your experience" a certain age for kidsto be able to handle and comprehend such methods of teaching? A funny yet fruitful responsewas that if you don’t tell them, it’s hard, they wouldn’t know it. And that’s true, sometimeswe use some kind of materials for teaching that grownups have a hard time understanding it,and kids can get the main idea a lot faster, and that’s due to kids these days are more familiarwith technology such as mobile phones, computers. Simple not very complex circuit wiringaccompanied by programming languages such as Arduino, or even a computerised telescopecan be used to explain how computers can be used in action on observing nights to uncover themysteries of our universe.
From the first part, we concluded that there is much software over the internet that educatorscan use, and kids can enjoy, Anyway, there are some limitations to these software’s, you can’tdo everything with them, a lot of them are very expensive to some educators, which brings usto the second part: Hardware. There is a lot of room for development in this area, although it isa little harder to teach kids about them, the results are worth it and the sense of achievement isbigger. They are relatively cheap and with a single board and the same materials you can makedifferent projects.
We took a look for a project about lunar craters for a very long time, and it was interesting toget to know about the hardware layout of the solar system in terms of sensations.
One of the subjects that we prefer to discuss in the future, following one of responses in thesurvey that we sent to participants, where they would like to know about projects on celestialmechanics, not just talking about a model of the solar system, but about software solutions forstudying the motion of objects in the solar system. After all, no matter what you are using tospread the knowledge of astronomy, love and passion is enough to make people, young and old,fall in love with the sky.

Organising teacher training events
Moderator: Aysegül Yelkenci (NAEC Turkey)Support: Dr. Zhu Jin (NOC China Nanjing)

This session was meant as a platform to exchange experiences and best practices for organisingastronomy/physics teacher training events.
In this session the following topics were discussed:The type of establishments that organise teacher training events in each country are usuallyuniversities, national astronomical society, institutions, or commercial firms. Astronomy is not a
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direct subject in some countries and curriculum is not the same. But there are some commonproblematic topics (Seasons, etc.).
Sustainability is a common problem. Negotiations with the Ministry of Education may provide asustainable approach for the events (Azerbaijan, Turkey). For example, astronomy teacher train-ing may be included in in-service training program (Turkey). Organisers may partner with NASE(Network of Astronomy Schools) or GTTP (Tanzania). Funding for the training is provided eitherby the government, commercial partners, municipalities, or 3rd party institutions. Contents ofthe training may include observations, lectures and hands on activities. Trainings are offeredin various time scales like hours, days and mostly over weeks or months for online trainingformats. Only few countries have a series of training with include remote observing in advancedteacher training. Organisers may go to schools for training (Ireland, Tanzania) but in some cases,teachers come to a training center (China, Turkey).
Resources in national language are necessary. Some counties provide online resources likeChina, some prefer hardcopy of resources like Ghana. Target groups may consist of science,physics, biology, geography, music, kindergarten, English language teachers and teachers to be.There are no teaching standards for astronomy teacher training. Outcomes may differ for eachtype of the training. The training objectives must be consistent with the curriculum.
Monitoring the teachers after the training in mostly informal. A few countries perform surveysand interviews. Like in Ireland, an external evaluator interviews participants over the course ofa year to follow up.
Teachers are willing to receive a certificate they can use in their careers. It may motivate theteachers to take training but in some cases that may be fake motivation as well.
Online training sessions have been held in some countries like: Portugal, Turkey, Tanzania.
Teaching standards may be the next topic to discuss. Some kind of (national /international)accreditation may be helpful to reach the teaching goals. More sessions like this should be heldto share experiences, to overcome main difficulties in organising teacher training and to forminternational collaborations.

Research in classrooms
Moderator: Mayssa El Yazidi (NOC Tunisia)Support: Samir Dhurde (NOC India)

The session theme dwelt on how to get cutting edge astronomy topics into classrooms foreveryone to share the excitement and maybe even to get inspired to take up contributing to thefuture knowledge via astronomy. Many participant colleagues were motivated by the same andthus wish to get research into classrooms at an earlier stage of learning, with syllabi changing
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from being more like history of science to them including present stuff, especially astronomyand astrophysics — looking forward instead of backward and engaging students in research.
Some colleagues shared links to good “research in school” type of projects, especially IASC,which featured a lot in the discussion as a good example. There was an example of gettingreal data into mobile planetarium content. A set of high school projects to use XMM-Newtondata archive and a project for students to request pictures from ISS for further study were alsohighlighted.
Then we came to the implementation and hurdles, which was the crux of the discussion. Themajor issue was how to take the projects to classrooms and how to get teachers to workalong with the researchers. We agreed that they are the key role players in research reachingclassrooms. However, it is not easy to convince them to go this extra bit given that there iseither already a lot of teaching work or there are activities given to them by schools or higherauthorities.
One of the ideas that came up was giving teachers credit/value if they do this. For example,they be involved in development, pilot trials, or extra training in developing some skills. This ispossible for projects aiming at a few schools. For STEM teachers, we could also find conceptsthat are difficult to teach in their own curricula and help them with it. There are examples ofsuccess where teachers were happy to work with the outreach team to elaborate on astronomyportions in the syllabus, after they got help with other related Physics portions. They were evenwilling to collaborate on research level work with their students as part of their Science Clubactivity.
Often scientists connect with classrooms as a guest lecturer, which is a good intermediatesolution idea. However, it was also pointed out that in such cases the teachers are made (ordecide to be) just the event managers. To avoid this they could be offered extra training andmaybe an outreach event, interactions with parents etc. as part of the same event (for free!).
One more important factor is to convince the policymakers/government to include astronomyin the syllabus as an interdisciplinary science. Its potential to increase the competence profile,innovation levels etc. of the students should be a key highlight. If we can take steps and designexample projects that can show success (e.g. asteroid discoveries by IASC) outside school, maybethey will be convinced to put it in the syllabus.Lastly, it was mentioned that simply putting up a list of exercises on a website is not adequate.The task is to get into classrooms and it will require institutes to put in extra support for in-person outreach. For this, there may also be a requirement for scientists to practise speaking inschools. IAU could maybe host a global training event/programme for early career astronomyprofessionals towards this end. Since this is an early session, there may be other related thingsthat come up in the following sessions, which we should keep a watch for.
More good examples of productive school-level research work are set, they could convince au-thorities to bring more astronomy into the curriculum. These could be done outside classroomsto begin with, but there need to be dedicated, long-term efforts (like IASC). STEM teachers needto be treated as a key link in efforts to then successfully bring astronomy research to classrooms.Orientation for early career astronomy professionals to practise speaking in schools etc. is arequirement for a long term success in this direction.
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Block 2

Archival data for education
Moderator: Jin Zhu (NAEC China)Support: Tan Vu Nguyen (Co-NOC Vietnam)

In this session we discussed how to use the huge archival data from large surveys and historicobservations for astronomy education in the classroom and beyond.
Audience: 20 people from Vietnam, China, Australia, India, UK, Russian, Philippines, Syrian,Colombia, Netherlands, Iraq, Finland, Poland, Japan, and other regions.
Topics discussed: Availability and accessibility of data, especially for teachers. The case ofASKAP/SKA Australia are introduced. The problem of software tools is mentioned from teachingexperience in the UK. Resources and simple datasets for training photometry.
Links for useful archival data and tools:
https://data.csiro.au/collections
https://www.csiro.au/en/education/Resources/Educational-datasets
http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr16/en/home.aspx
https://voyages.sdss.org/
https://pulseatparkes.atnf.csiro.au/
https://handsonuniverse.org/ghou2021/
https://outreach.ozgrav.org/portal2/
https://www.ligo.caltech.edu/page/educational-resources
https://lco.global/education/
https://nitarp.ipac.caltech.edu/page/other_epo_programs
https://astroedu.iau.org/en/

Some other topics mentioned in discussion: citizen science projects; Hands-on Universe soft-ware; target group age; time allocation in the classroom and fundings; astroEDU; global accessi-bility; common policy for open access to data; plate for planetaria and museum; clean datasetsfor educational purposes.
The online discussion on the topics is fruitful and sharing experiences between participantsincluding astronomers and educators is important. OAE may collect the resource on theirwebpage.
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STEAM Astronomy
Moderator: Farseem Mohammedy (NAEC & NOC Bangladesh)Support: Exodus Chun Long Sit (NAEC Hong Kong)

This session focused on ideas to include interdisciplinary approaches from science and arts inastronomy education and outreach.
STEAM as you know is science, technology, engineering, arts, and maths all combined in a skillfulapproach to education, critical thinking, design and analysis. Adding ’a’ to the well-known STEMtheme, STEAM makes an appeal that goes beyond science and engineering and encompassesarts and humanistic disciplines. Astronomy, as you know, has been portrayed as ’gateway toscience’ at an early age. It has physics, chemistry, engineering, design, maths, geology, biology,hydrology, atmospheric chemistry – everything. Added to these, is Arts. The sheer beauty andappeal of astronomical images is self-evident. The OAE booklet Big Ideas in Astronomy (section1.3) contains an important segment on arts. It emphatically mentions: “The universality of artand its intimate connection to culture, can thus be a powerful means to make people appreciatenot only the innate beauty of celestial objects and phenomena, rather the knowledge we haveacquired about them. This increases the worldwide interest in astronomy and promotes crosscultural understanding encompassed by the notion of being under one sky.”
This has since been an important value-addition to astronomical education. During the meeting,we floated the following questions: What are you thinking about STEAM in astronomy? How dowe enrich our classroom experiences in terms of astronomy as a STEAM subject? What are orcould be the best practices in this regard? What design activities can we recommend for earlychildhood, primary school and middle school classes? STEAM projects for high-schools, anyneat ideas? How effective can puppet shows be for astronomy teaching? Can culture memeshelp STEAM astronomy, or vice versa?
Five speakers were present and there were 18 viewers. Betlehem Bitala (Ethiopia), Prof. RobertWalsh (UK), Bonaventure Okere (Nigeria) and Katrien Kollenberg (Belgium) spoke on-stage. Eachspeaker emphasised on creativity, drawing, music to lure students through stories to science, todemystify natural phenomena from cultural baggage, to use culture memes in order to in-stillscience. Speakers identified that most outreach activities already use some form of art. A fewexamples of best-practices emerged – Ethiopean Astro-Bus, pin-hole camera project (Nigeria),sonification of stellar properties (Katrien), augmented reality (Robert) and astrophotography(Sit).
Adding ‘art’ to raw science makes things very attractive. Hence, speakers emphasised usingdrawing, art, paper craft, astrophotography, music, augmented reality, comic books, modelmaking, puppet shows, and cultural themes to be included in STEAM approaches for astronomyoutreach activities. Through STEAM activities creativity, analytical abilities, critical thinkingabilities, and innovative mindset can be boosted. Various attractive applications, science activityboxes (Universe in a Box) etc. might help as STEAM tools in and outside classrooms.
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Monitoring and evaluation
Moderator: Susan Murabana (NAEC Kenya)Support: Frances McCarthy (NAEC & NOC Committee Ireland)

In this session we discussed yhy is monitoring and evaluation important and how do we do it?
We had representatives from a varied demographic in our session, including from Turkey, theNetherlands, Ireland, Italy, Kenya, Nigeria and Japan.
Why is it important?

• Identifying whether the project is under formal or informal astronomy education.
• It is important to know how the project is working because

– Donors would like to measure the impact of the projects.
– To secure future funding, a well documented report with KPIs is needed
– It is a nice way to track the progress of projects

How to do evaluation and monitoring:
• Identify the goal of the activities which includes increasing content knowledge of partici-pants and might influence behavioural change.
• Establish goals for the events in advance.

– Then evaluate based on the topic/goal, e.g., using pre- andpost assessment/evaluation.
– Continuous feedback from participants with questions like what they liked and whatcan be improved.

• Outreach astronomy education
– borrow ideas/techniques from the formal sector.
– Involve a professional or external expert as a way of reducing the workload. This willalso allow for feedback that is not biased

There are a number of organisations that have useful resources available for monitoring and eval-uation. We recommend having a package developed with guidance for informal versus formalastronomy education. Here are some links with resources on Monitoring and evaluation:
1. Europlanet has a comprehensive toolkit for informal activities https://www.europlan

et-society.org/outreach/europlanet-evaluation-toolkit/.
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2. UNAWE: https://www.unawe.org/about/evaluation/
3. The upcoming Shaw conference was recommended as a place to get more ideas: https:

//astro4edu.org/siw2021/

4. Also recommended were surveys that could be used over various time frames. Interviews.Concrete evaluation in formal education e.g., improvement in learning.
5. Images, drawings and concept maps used for pre- and post formative assessment

https://www.ucd.ie/teaching/t4media/concept_maps_assessment.pdf
https://repositorio.ul.pt/bitstream/10451/46862/1/Fariaetal_2019_Ed3
-13.pdf

Decolonising Astronomy Outreach and Education
Moderator: Thilina Heenatigala (NAEC & NOC Sri Lanka)Support: Nadeem Oozeer (NOC Mauritius)

In this sessionwediscussed growing concerns onWestern-dominated approaches and elitism’s/hierarchicalprocesses in communities, what a community of volunteers under IAU can do to decolonisethese efforts and how can we further the development of astronomy outreach and educationwithout ’colonial science’ and ’parachute science’ approaches.
Decolonisation is broadly about confronting how imperialism, colonialism, and racism haveshaped our modern world and changing the mindsets and approaches of localised hierarchy andelitism. This session briefly introduced different aspects of colonisation and the postcolonialaftermath, how it is relevant to astronomy outreach and education.
Moderators presented examples in research, education and outreach. The large research pro-grammes have the risk of lacking local expertise and representation. Sustainability and capacitybuilding efforts are key to success for multinational large research programmes. Outreachactivities are often at risk of ’quota filling demands for global agendas where it might not berelevant for local development and needs. It is necessary to look thoroughly into local needsand also collaborate with local expertise to avoid ’parachute science’ outreach efforts. Colonialscience further expands into curricula. Understanding the Western-Centric and Global-Northglorified science is another key aspect, especially in the curricula, and re-design to include arange of non-western/global-north perspectives.
The participatory discussion touched many concerning areas, examples, and possible actions.It was discussed that apart from Western influence on East, Global North on Global Southshould be taken into account. Co-creation is crucial for this, especially to work with local experts.Decolonising should not be restricted to Global North or Western communities but also shouldbe discussed by communities on the other end of the spectrum. A lot of the topics were also
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discussed in a manner how IAU could take them into practice internally within the Offices and fortheir engagement with the volunteer community. What’s needed locally is far more importantthan a global agenda that might not add any value locally. It was pointed out that there areissues even between Eastern and Western Europe. Session participants unanimously agreedthat there should be more awareness and discussion on decolonising astronomy.
The session concluded with the following understanding and action items: a) there is a big lackof understanding in ’colonial science’ and ’parachute science’ efforts that makes it more thereason to create awareness among the IAU community, b) to put together a reading list onthe topic for awareness, c) instead of removing Euro-Centric/Global-North Centric resources,re-design resources to have a better representation, and d) discuss with OAD on annual projectproposals criteria to take decolonisation aspect into account.
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Block 3

Meeting of African Regions
Moderator: Paul Baki (NAEC & NOC Kenya)Support: Mayssa El Yazidi (NOC Tunisia)

This was an opportunity for participants from this region to meet, initiate collaborations anddiscuss a set of topics of common interest.
Due to some unforeseen circumstances, the appointed moderator and support were not presentfor this session. We also had some technical glitches that delayed the session discussion byover 15 minutes. The moderators mentioned above stepped in and carried the discussions. Thepanellists presented a summary of activities inWestern Africa, South Africa, Tanzania, and Ghana.We discussed the plan of action that is required for the readiness for the IAU GA 2024 in SouthAfrica. These plans include strengthening collaborations at all costs within Africa. However,collaboration amid African countries and even within the countries are complex and are notworking to their full potential. One of the blockages is the African system’s hierarchical structurethat prevents the new generations from achieving. We need a change in mindset to create acritical mass of people who are willing to find time, sacrifice, and keen to help and grow.
We further found thatmaterials are not always readily available, and currently availablematerialsused in many African countries are outdated and need continuous reviews. There is an urgentneed for a common platform that can help to co-create tangible solutions for Africa. AfAS canbe the point of contact to provide such a platform.
For Africa to succeed in this digital age, we will need to address some issues such as Internetconnectivity that is lacking and familiarise the trainers with up-to-date technologies.
Overall the session went well, and we could reach the goals and objectives. The key take-awaypoint is the need for a common platform to co-create tangible solutions for Africa. Furthermore,there is a strong need for training people management on top of Astronomy.
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Science Communication
Moderator: Vegard Rekaa (NAEC Norway)Support: Gustavo Rojas

Speakers: Markus Nielkbock, Aniket Sule, Avivah Yamani, Raj Kumar DhakalParticipants: 20
The discussion centred aroundwhat is the essence of good science communication? How canweimprove our skills? Science Communication is understood as a combination of education, jour-nalism and conversations on the topic of science, and in particular astronomy and astrophysics,for this session.
Teachers are the first (and to many the only) Science Communicators young people meet,and therefore the most important we can target with their science communication. Secondly,journalists are a group we should both learn from, but also support as they convey science tomany people already. If we are able to strengthen both teachers’ and journalists’ understandingof science and astronomy, we will, through helping these groups, reach out to more peoplethan we can do on our own.
As science communicators, we must meet the preconceptions of the audience, with understand-ing rather than confrontation. Some groups will perhaps not like to discuss philosophical topicslike the creation of the universe but will be very interested in learning how to understand andpredict eclipses or the physics of the Sun. It is important to not see the understanding of theaudience as misconceptions, as their understanding is their reality. Failing to do so, might causethem to ignore our message completely. We can also reach many people by working on differentplatforms, like creating TV series (for YouTube, Netflix, etc.), through images and art, and so on.Regardless of what platform you choose, science communication requires training.
All science communicators should try to ask themselves “How do we know this?” with and infront of the audience. Concerning the discussion on science communications for religious groups,the following experience/view was shared with the group: “I usually try to explain the differentpoint of view between science and faith before I give the scientific explanation”. Collaborationwith religious groups/communications should be encouraged, e.g., Muslim interest in findingthe exact date of the newmoon has encouraged several interesting science discussions betweenreligious people and astronomers.
Comments on Science journalism during the session: “What we need more than ever is trainedscience journalists to be able towrite about the difference between science and pseudoscience inthemedia at their disposal”. “I think the collaboration between astronomer/teacher with sciencejournalist is very important, the level of communication is different but important”. “Sciencejournalism has an important role and responsibility”. “I think the IAU now needs a sciencejournalism working group to discuss the importance of this role and bringing in astronomersand communicators in this field”.
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NAEC, NOC, R/LOAD, OYA collaborations
Moderator: Marieke Baan (NOC Netherlands)Support: Marc Frincu (NAEC Romania)

This session aimed to find ideas and tools for collaborations and exchange between the regionalcoordinators (NAECs, NOCs, R/LOADs, OYA) of the various IAU Offices.
There were 20 attendees in this session. Based on a poll on Hopin, most of them reported toalready have established a form of collaboration between NOC(s) and NAEC(s). According to thepoll most of the participants are NOC or NAEC. The discussion then continued with a debate onoutreach versus education and the relation between NOCs and NAECs and if their roles overlapand how they collaborate.
The participants agreed that formal education is something completely different than publicoutreach or press communication. But there are also overlaps, for example, in the field ofinformal education and outreach. Working together in those fields can have benefits, because inmany projects or activities we need communication and education skills tomake them successful.This is the case for outreach/education projects and activities that have more or less the samegoals.
In some countries the NOC and NAEC work within the same organisation or office. In that case,it’s very easy and obvious to work together. Especially in countries or regions with professionallyfunded communication groups, it is much easier though than in countries or regions wherethere is less or no funding for the NOCs and NAECs. The differences between countries are clear.Difference in infrastructure, FTE’s, needs, goals, etc. That makes it difficult to develop tools. Onthe other hand, discussing such a topic with each other is inspiring, you always learn from eachother and can get new ideas. The connection to the R/LOADs and OYA is weak or not existing inall the countries and regions that were represented in this session.

Outreach funding opportunities
Moderator: Monika Jurkovic (NOC Serbia)Support: Angela Péréz (NAEC Colombia)

Possible funding sources for hiring personnel and purchasing equipment for outreach projectscovered by NOCs and R/LOADs were discussed during this session.
During our session we had between 10 and 14 participants. Angela Pérez (NAEC Colombia)prepared a presentation of her successful OAD funded program “Classroom under the stars”.She shared that it was very important for her to have a clear idea, test the idea with teachersand students to get the funding secured. Suresh Bhattarai (NAEC & NOC Nepal) spoke about
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the two OAD funding schemes that he has secured, one in 2018 and the second one in 2020through the Astronomy for All COVID-19 program. He has had funding additionally obtainedfrom the National Academy of Sciences and Technology of Nepal, which is also crucial in draftingthe overarching policy of the outreach programs. He has also had local funding secured fromenthusiasts who are willing to give money. These funds are then turned back into programsthat are of interest to this group. Both Angela and Suresh have emphasised the importanceof in-kind support (which is not specifically money): connection between the members of thecommunity, help with some equipment, e.g., free venues for lectures. Daudi saleheMdoe joinedthe conversation agreeing on this point.
A question of crowd-funding efforts was raised. The conversation led to the conclusion thatregardless of which platform one uses it usually works for one specific event/project, and it isnot sustainable. Ramasamy Venugopal, from the IAU Office of Astronomy for Development,joined the conversation. It is important to keep in mind all the legal restrictions and tax lawsof various countries. In the chat Genevieve Marshall, IAU’s Fundraising Officer, has joined us.In the chat numerous resources (links) for fundraising opportunities and information about itwere posted, and here are some: http://t.co/xxaXGON1tB?amp=1 is the Youtube link forthe OAD fundraising session, slides from the Fundraising Workshop by Genevieve Marshall:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/jomz88sf8l0mbix/Projects%20Fundraising%20p
resentation%2026%20Feb%20no%20notes.pptx?dl=0 from the 26th of February, 2021,
http://en.unesco.org/countries/national-commissions and all the resource fromthe EU funds, also look for the funding schemes that are available in your country from differentembassies (USA, Japan, Norway, Germany, Bulgaria, Turkey...) and specifically in Europe there isthe Visegrad Fund (http://visegradfuns.org).
Angela has pointed out that building trust in the community and making a net of people whowould work in the same direction is as important as money. This network can be used toexchange ideas, brainstorm, solve problems, etc. When we discussed which are the big itemthings on one’s proposals most commonly it was a big equipment piece, typically a telescope,but also the travel expenses and logistic costs when going to far, hard to reach regions. Angelahas pointed out the importance of sustainability. All of our programs should be somewhatpermanent or at least planned for a long-term implantation. This is a serious problem, sincemost funding schemes are limited to specific one term projects. Suresh had good experiencewith having put together a business plan for their activities in Nepal, and with the help of thatplan self-sustained the outreach effort. It is always good to get a kick-start from a project, butto maintain the program it needs a long-term plan, almost like a business. Monika has addedthat she would like to see options on these funding schemes for paying something for thevolunteers.
We propose to the IAU to prepare, for all the NOC, NAEC, ROAD, LOAD leaders, a list of fundraisingsources (especially international ones) that could be used by all of us, and to provide sometraining in how to do this. The sustainable funding for any and all outreach effort is uncertain,and it makes long term work quite hard.
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Block 4

Meeting of French speaking regions
Moderator: Salma Sylla (NOC Senegal)Support: Abdelhafid Bani (NAEC Morocco)

This was an opportunity for the IAU Office Family members from French speaking countries tomeet and discuss a set of topics in their own language and for initiating collaborations.
1. Why is there a low representation of french speaking regions in the IAU?

Barriers:
• Low availability of resources and information in French language compared to English
• Lack of job or business opportunities in the field of astronomy
• The total number of people speaking french in the world is way lower than thosespeaking English, therefore we need to compare ratios instead of totals

Solutions:
• Setting up a network of French-speaking countries to help each other
• To create a group of francophonie around astronomy
• Exchange with the Regional Bureau of Astronomy for Development (such as the onein West Africa led by Bonaventure Okere) on the issue
• Organise bilingual training courses
• Translate the IAU newsletter into French
• Share resources in French (https://www.fondation-lamap.org/)
• Do more education and outreach activities in French-speaking countries whereprofessional astronomy is not yet present

2. Lack of financial support for outreach astronomy activities in the french speaking regions.This reduces the number and impact of these activities. It is rare that a french speakingcountry gets access to financial support in the IAU projects
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Solution: making projects together by building on the strengths of each participatingcountry
3. Filling the NAECS gap in some French-speaking countries: Not all the French speakingcountries gave their NAECs

Barriers:
• The language is a barrier that prevents some people from participating
• lack of knowledge of the NAEC network

Solutions:
• Use social media to reach more NAECS
• Use the Network of friends
• The NOCs can help to create NAEC in their countries
• use the channel of the French online journal l’Astronomie Afrique (https://last
ronomieafrique.com/) to publicise the NAEC network

Conclusion and Outlook:
1. Motivate people to work together to increase chances to win some projects launched bythe IAU
2. Encourage bilingual training (in French and English)
3. Invite the NOCS to create the NAECs in their countries
4. The French speaking countries who already have their NAECs can search for astronomypassionate people in the countries without NAECs and help them to volunteer to be NAEC

Citizen Science
Moderator: Laura Trouille (North American ROAD)Support: Tan Vu Nguyen (Co-NOC Vietnam)

Citizen science is a research tool (unlocking large data sets), an education and public outreach(EPO) tool (engaging students and the public in meaningful and valued ways in real researchwith researchers), a tool for economic development, and a tool for environmental sustainability.
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In this session, we discussed opportunities, challenges, and best practices in engaging in citizenscience through the OAE, OAO, and OAD efforts.
There is clearly great interest in how to utilise citizen science in our office’s efforts, with 24session participants, many of whom have already tried different ways of integrating citizenscience. While many citizen science programs are designed to have a low barrier to entry sothat anyone can participate (e.g., Zooniverse projects don’t require any specialised backgroundknowledge or expertise), they also often hold opportunities for advanced students to gainresearch experience and connect directly with professional astronomers. For example, inaddition to the PlanetHunters.org main task of looking for dips in light curves, participantscan also participate in an advanced task of helping to vet exoplanet candidates by examiningthe full light curves and additional publicly accessible data in the MAST archive. Participantsare encouraged to connect with the Planet Hunters researchers both through the project’sdiscussion forum and through their weekly Coffee Chat YouTube program.
Citizen science professional umbrella organisations include https://citizenscience.org/and https://ecsa.citizen-science.net/. An open science, open source, and open dataethos infuses these efforts, including making citizen science research tools publicly accessibleand free when possible. For example, Zooniverse provides a free DIY Project Builder platform(see http://zooniverse.org/lab), enabling dozens of research teams each year to launchtheir own crowdsourced research projects and engage the over 2 million participants worldwidein their research.
In recent years, funding in a few regions around the world has increased for citizen science (e.g.,in the U.S. the Crowdsourcing and Citizen Science Act of 2017 ushered in new federal fundingopportunities and support, in Europe the Horizon 2020 program included significant funding forcitizen science efforts, and Ireland’s main funding body just added citizen science as a priorityarea). However, funding staff to support EPO efforts in general, including for citizen science,remains difficult worldwide. In addition, one participant noted that citizen science sometimeshas an additional difficulty when the funder deems it ‘too research-y’ or ‘too education-y’, andthus not a good fit for their solicitation. This highlighted the importance of finding the rightframing for a proposed effort; i.e., if the solicitation/funder has a research focus, best to frameyour citizen science program mostly in terms of its research impact and have research partnerson your team, whereas if the solicitation has an EPO focus, best to focus most of the proposalon the impact on the public.
This conversation also led to the advice that if you are just starting to explore citizen scienceas an option for your OAE, OAO, or OAD efforts, first see if what you are looking for alreadyexists. It is a waste of valuable resources to start from scratch. Try a first iteration/experimentintegrating your community into a citizen science platform that is already running, learn fromthat experience, and build from there.
There is tremendous opportunity for the OAE, OAO, and OAD offices through citizen science.Please click here for a list of citizen science resources and here for the session presentationslides.
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Remote teaching and outreach
Moderator: Angie Barr (NAEC Chile)Support: Beatriz Garcia (NOC Argentina)

In this session we discussed opportunities that exist to access remote observing facilities androbotic telescopes for education and outreach. The topics covered were:
1. Remote use of telescopes, the offer of remote telescopes and the great use that theyprovide and where anyone in the world can sign up (Andy and Robert shared resourceslisted below).
2. Online Programs, advantages, and disadvantages: Participants shared pandemic experi-ence.Some advantages: reaching more people, and online activities can be for the whole family.Disadvantages: internet connections, not all the students have laptop, only cell phoneand this makes it difficult many times.Robert Hollow: covid has forced us and schools and students all online, we moved ourPULSE@Parkes program online, so reached schools across Australia rather than just inSydneyGustavo Rojas: last year NUCLIO organised two online astronomy teacher training work-shops in partnership with the IAC and ESA. We found that the online format allowedthe participation of the teachers from regions of the world that could not attend theface-to-face meetingSarah Abotsi-Masters: I think online teacher participation varies tremendously from placeto place. In Ghana it is still very difficult for teachers to be online.
3. Educational Material adapted to each region of the planet and in the local languages. Dothe participants have the resources to continue to join online activities though? Especiallyin developing regions?Robert Hollow: Yes Angie, many online activities show sky from Northern Hemisphereperspective and often teachers are unaware of this.Thilina Heenatigala: In Sri Lanka, we are (almost) at the equator. None of the hemisphere-related, seasons-related educational activities are useful. Yes Thilina, same here in Ghana!!Nicola Loaring: Big problem with phases of the moon as well!Robert Hollow: I had suggested that one of the tags on AstroEdu resources indicates if itis all sky, Northern or Southern hemisphere or Equatorial and also include an exclusivelabel with online activities.

Outlook: Educational material adapted to each region of the planet and in the local languages,online activities continue after the pandemic, in addition to everything we have now, in most ofthe cases there is more access to assist to the meetings like that.
Some resources shared:
Robert Hollow: https://pulseatparkes.atnf.csiro.au/ but this is our current websitewhich is quite old, currently working on a completely new website. Useful list of programs for
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high school students using real astro data https://nitarp.ipac.caltech.edu/page/oth
er_epo_programs

Andy Newsam: If anyone would like to play with our telescope, please feel free to sign up onwww.schoolsobservatory.org as an "NSO User" and try it out.
Beatriz Garcia: A complete online course on Didactic of Astronomy (Network for AstronomySchool Education) www.naseprogram.org

Amateurs astronomers
Moderator: Mayra Lebrón (NOC Puerto Rico)Support: Ivalu Barlach Christensen (NAEC Greenland)

The astronomy outreach work of amateur astronomers is significant and pivotal for bringingastronomy to everyone. But amateurs carry out the titanic work of self-preparation in the areaof telescope observations, knowledge of the night sky and astronomy. What alternatives doamateur astronomers have for training and improving their astronomical knowledge?
Amateur Astronomers have a significant and pivotal role in bringing astronomy to everyone.They are the bridge between professional astronomers and possible future astronomers, mak-ing astronomy accessible for everyone; from stargazing events to creating events introducingastronomy and professional astronomers, etc.
The aim of the session was to learn about the needs of amateur astronomers and to discussnew ways that IAU, professional astronomers and amateur astronomers could support eachothers. The session had about 15 attendees.
Amateur astronomers are a very wide community with diverse interests and needs. Somecountries shared their experiences. In China, astronomy has gained more relevance and interestafter the IAU International Year of Astronomy 2009, and the public outreach has increased.In the USA, amateur astronomers with at least some college-level astronomy education havegood astronomical concepts (https://access.portico.org/stable?au=pgg3ztf9k59),but more opportunities for sharing experiences and best practices on astronomy outreachare lacking. In Germany only 4% amateur astronomers are female. In the USA the amateurcommunity has also low female participation. Outreach in Iran has increased in the past 3decades, where there is a large attraction from females, resulting in an average of 60% femalein amateur astronomy. In Italy, there is a large amateur astronomy community with two mainfocuses: dark sky protection and outreach with schools, but a strong connection between theamateur astronomers is missing. In India, there are sub-groups of areas, that have calls foraction, where they figure out what activities can be done. During the pandemic, some of thesesub-groups have successfully introduced astronomy projects where amateur astronomers cancontribute.
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The following suggestions and remarks were made during the discussion.
• There is a need for settings or platforms where amateur and professional astronomerscould interact, share experiences and discuss best practices in outreach and education.For example, seasonal (virtual) meetings between amateur astronomers and professionalastronomers could be facilitated by IAU.
• There is a need for more research projects where amateur astronomers could collaboratewith professional astronomers.
• There is a need to address the gender disparity in the community of amateur astronomerssince in many nations female amateur astronomers are very few.
• It is highly desirable to hold global outreach events since they stimulate collaborationand promote the flourishing and strengthening of groups of amateur astronomers at thenational and international level.
• There is a need to strengthen cross-border amateur activities, necessarily not just star-gazing.
• It is highly desirable to repeat (perhaps make it recurrent) the “Day of the AmateurAstronomer” that was held in 2019 for the IAU100.
• It is highly desirable to have a conference for amateur astronomers to encourage nationaland international cooperation and to share ideas, facilitated by the IAU.

There is an existing working group within the IAU aiming to bridge amateur and professionalastronomers, https://www.iau.org/science/scientific_bodies/working_groups/33
0/members/. The amateur astronomers, who attended this session, shared contact informationto increase cooperation.
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Block 5

Meeting of Hispanic regions
Moderator: Juan Angel (NAEC Spain)Support: Melissa Solares Hidalgo (NAEC Guatemala)

This was an opportunity for participants from this region to meet, initiate collaborations anddiscuss a set of topics of common interest. During the meeting, there were approximately 14participants as NAECs and NOCs from the following Hispanic regions: Spain, Guatemala, México,Puerto Rico, Argentina, Chile, Dominican Republic, Panamá and Colombia. Topics of discussionincluded the role of participants and experience in the development of Astronomy Education ineach country. Some aspects that stood out were the need for resources that are designed foreach region or are flexible enough to be adapted to the sky and context available. The need fordesigning, developing and sharing of educational resources in Spanish is also necessary.
There was a conversation on how Astronomy is promoted as part of events open to the public,like a day in which Astronomy Clubs and Associations collaborate inMéxico to organise a nationalstargazing night in more than 120 sites around the country. This event is called La noche de lasestrellas, the Night of Stars, and has been done the same night as other Latin American countrieslike Colombia. Other events like workshops for primary and secondary education teachers areorganised in collaboration from NOCs and NAECs in some countries; Spain, Colombia andDominican Republic, for example. There are also various conferences and congresses organisedin almost every country that was represented in the session; Chile just had its first NationalCongress for Astronomy Education.
Lastly, there was emphasis on the importance of a Hispanic Region Network in which NAECs andNOCs share resources that are helpful in their countries, like the use of remote observatoriesor structured Astronomy curricula that has been approved or implemented in schools andeducational systems. As a way of a first attempt at building this network, a spreadsheet wasfilled out during the session, which included highlights of participants’ work in their countriesand a place for email and contact information. This was shared and participants bookmarked thelink. An opportunity for a follow up Hispanic Region meeting throughout the year was discussedand agreed upon.
There are multiple professional profiles that make-up the NAECs and NOCs in Hispanic regions,from college professors and research specialists, astronomers and experts on promoting astron-omy, to high school teachers and organisations that collaborate to train and prepare teachers.More than the need for translating resources for Hispanic regions, there is a need for the creationof adaptable and flexible educational material to the context, culture and overall reality of eachcountry. There is an agreement upon all participants that a follow-up meeting will be scheduledfor this current year, as an opportunity to start collaborating on projects that respond to thediscussed problematic and needs.
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Astronomy Awareness Kit
Moderator: Ali Al-Edhari (NAEC & NOC Iraq)Support: Rulx Narcisse (NAEC & NOC Haiti)

The idea is that each NOC should have access (owned, shared or by lending) to basic equipmentfor promoting astronomy to the general public. It may even be useful for integrating it intoschool, which argues for collaborating with NAECs. What are the crucial aspects to consider,and what kinds of funding are available?
The session began with an introduction by the Moderator Ali Al-Edhari on the importance ofraising awareness of astronomy and how to use the attraction of astronomy to raise awarenessof other sciences in general. To achieve this goal, we need tools (Awareness Kit). At this pointthe discussion was opened and there were interventions from representatives of a number ofcountries such as India, Iraq, Canada, South Africa and the United States, which focused on howto use low cost tools or how can they be manufactured locally.
All the attendees agreed that the main obstacle is the lack of financial means and the absenceof specialised institutions that provide financial support to provide the necessary equipment forastronomical awareness. Therefore, we suggest the following:1) Creating a prize called (Astronomy Awareness Kit), which contains, for example, telescope,Earth balls, digital camera, and projector.2) If creating a new prize is difficult, we suggest developing the existing prize, e.g., Telescopesfor All and transforming it into an Astronomy Awareness Kit.

Teaching astronomy in insecure areas
Moderator: Anahi Caldu Primo (NAEC Mexico)Support: Ndunge Roland (NOC Cameroon)

In this session we discussed strategies to pursue astronomy outreach and education in insecureand potentially life threatening areas.
The round table began with an insightful discussion on the definition of an insecure area. Thefirst thing that comes to our minds is thinking of insecure areas as those affected by wars ordrug dealing, problems that colleagues in Kashmir or Mexico face. However, in the discussion itbecame clear that insecurity areas might have different faces and shades. A clear example iswhen women, or girls, are not able to attend activities because their parents think it is insecurefor them. Insecurity can be present for a very specific group of people. It might also happenthan in regions where racism is an issue, people of a certain skin colour might feel insecure byattending outreach or educational activities.
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When this broader definition of insecurity was put on the table, it was clear that insecuritydoes not necessarily happen in a far away place, it can be just around the corner. Even in firstworld countries, like Belgium, where we might think insecurity is not a big issue, it came up thatsome neighbourhoods are considered more problematic and this bias might affect outreachactivities and prevent people from these neighbourhoods from participating from an equalstand. It was also discussed that the meaning of insecurity might be very different from peoplewithin the astronomical community, which is very diverse. We come from different backgrounds,different realities and communication is essential to understand where we are standing and tobe empathetic and understand what insecurity means to the people we are addressing and tothe colleagues we are working with.
Finding solutions for insecurity issues in outreach activities is not straightforward. A solution thatmight work in one case, for example, scouting groups that could escort girls to some activities,might be very dangerous in other cases, for example when dealing with drug dealing cartelscontrolling highways, and might even be counterproductive. The best solutions can be workedout only by having a very good communication with the people we want to address and wholive in the areas considered insecure. Working together and creating bonds is the best way tobuild together the mechanisms that can help us address the particular insecurity issue.
Finally, it was also mentioned that people doing astronomy outreach are not necessarily welltrained in dealing with specific issues regarding the insecurity areas. However, this should notbe a limitation to doing outreach.
As a conclusion, we should rethink this broader definition of insecurity when carrying outoutreach and educational activities to ensure that we are not letting anyone out. Partnershipswith people more involved in studying the sources of insecurity can be very helpful to findsensible solutions.

IAU and outreach
Moderator: Exodus Chun Long Sit (NAEC Hong Kong)Support: Andreja Gomboc (NAEC & NOC Slovenia)

The International Astronomical Union represents the professional astronomical research thatgenerates new knowledge with 4 main offices targeting different regional needs around theworld. Considering the unprecedented incident of the COVID-19 situation, it changes ourbehaviour on astronomical research and science communication. It is, therefore, crucial to havea conversation on how we could evaluate the efficiency of IAU Outreach by sharing experiencefrom collaborations and projects.
1. What type of collaborations exist with IAU outreach in your country?Jin Zhu shared the situation of mainland China that there are lots of astronomers fromuniversities and observatories who are focusing on professional research. In the past
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few years, due to the popularisation of science communication at the National ScienceMuseum, more people started their engagement in outreach works.Exodus mentioned a different situation in Hong Kong. They are lacking professionalinstitutes or agencies about astronomical research, but usually, the astronomy ecosystemis formed by amateur astronomers and astrophotographers. And the local museums andNPOs are only served for educational or entertaining purposes.Andreja Bomboc shared the situation in Slovenia that there is a lot of astronomy-relatedvideo sharing in social media with professional astronomers. But the limitation wouldbe the two-sided translated materials on educational purposes (from IAU / from localsocieties), some popular cultures that might not be able to translate or face languagebarriers on useful materials seek IAU translators from local communities
2. What do you think about the purposes and functions of IAU Outreach?Some local observatories are operated / managed by non-professional astronomers(the general public is interested in astronomy), which needs our support. And eventhe professionals might be outside IAU, such as International Planetarium Societies andAstronomers Without Borders keep in touch with international organisations to findpotential astronomers
3. How can the IAU best bridge the link to outreach promotion?In the social aspect, it would be helpful to connect with the local astronomy communitywith the government’s support. The leading role in regional services has to strike a balancebetween professionals and educators, so that we might truly understand the actual needsor interests (learner-centered, NOT astronomer-centered) of the general public whenpromoting astronomy. Considering that mostly astronomy outreach is volunteer-based,we can consider some incentives to reward andmaintain young professional’s engagement(e.g. feedback, CV on career)
4. Can online media help spread the latest knowledge?There is an interesting point discussed that new media is no longer at the national level,but individual level (such as articles and podcasts). Young professionals are able to haveabilities in science communication and talk to people during outreach activities; unliketraditionally astronomers that were only conducting scientific research.
5. What if COVID-19 may not go away, any alternative approaches?Besides 3-minute short videos or lectures that are being delivered, we can continuethe online open resources or COVID-19 related projects launched by the IAU. Sidewalkastronomy does not necessarily require a telescope, but our naked eyes can still be a“camera” to enjoy the night sky. Astronomy should be practically learned by observation,which is more important than reading books.

Due to the limited time, we shifted to the discussion of artificial satellites affecting our nightsky observation. Currently, we have the IAU Dark Sky Ambassador, and there are pressingneeds that astronomers (IAU Outreach) might focus on their own research, but easily overlookthe importance of dark sky protection (environmental aspect). Probably in the future, we canconsider some IAU global events after IAU 100 (targeting special themes) or annual festivalswith citizen science projects, cooperating with organisations from other disciplines.
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Block 6

Meeting of Arabic speaking regions
Moderator: Myriam Alqassab (NOC Bahrain)Support: Mayssa Elyazidi (NOC Tunisia)

This was an opportunity for the IAU Office Family members from Arabic speaking countries tomeet and discuss a set of topics of common interest and initiate collaborations.
As per the suggestions we received on Microsoft Form, we decided to choose four topics:

• Collaboration:Based on how they discussed their problems, I noticed that the networking platformis their main issue; They are new to Basecamp, and there are only a few who have noproblem using it. I even noticed that, during my one year as NOC Bahrain, only a few NOCsfrom approximately 14 Arabic countries on Basecamp are active: Bahrain – Qatar – Tunisia– Lebanon – Iraq. So, to come up with a solution to this matter, the six participants decidedto create a WhatsApp group, and invite coordinators from all IAU offices to discuss futurecollaborations. I understand that WhatsApp is not professional or handy for some, but itappears to be the most comfortable way of communication in the Arab region. Now wehave 15 members in that group from OAE, OAO offices. I even shared the surveys withthose who could not attend the session.
• Training:During the session, participants discussed the need for training in a variety of fields,including teaching training and training in activity demonstrations, and they all agreed thatpublic relation is a challenge, while IAU office coordinators are well educated, experienced,and skilled in event management, it appears that training in public relation is needed.
• Schools & Astronomy and Permits & Recognition letters:According to the survey, most Arab coordinators do not have permits to organise activitiesfor government schools, also contacting government schools is difficult, whereas privateschools do not require permits and they welcome collaborations with everyone for thesake of education. The coordinators have also agreed that a recognition letter from theIAU would make it easier to approach government schools. During the summary session,Markus and Lina mentioned that the OAE & OAO Offices do issue recognition letters, butapparently, no one is aware of that, which I attribute to a language barrier and lack ofcommunication.

Due to the Eid holidays, the majority of the Arab region coordinators, members, and represen-tatives were unable to attend the session, while some were unaware of the meeting and whereit will be held, so we had to proceed with the session with six participants only.
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Astronomy Olympiads
Moderator: Suresh Bhattarai (NAEC & NOC Nepal)Support: Aniket Sule (NAEC India)

This session focused on exchanging opportunities and experiences of Astronomy Olympiads toengage teenagers with hands-on astronomy.
As a part of discussion, we did a quick survey where 32 countries affiliated with IAU Offices hadresponded. The countries that participated in our surveywere Algeria, Argentina, Austria, Bolivia,Chad, Colombia, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt, Ghana, Guatemala, Hungary, Hungary,Kenya, Lithuania, Mauritius, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal,Romania, Serbia, Slovenia, Syria, Tanzania, Togo, UK and the United States respectively.
Participants in the session shared the status of astronomy education in their country. Theyalso shared about the different types of Olympiad and their formats in their countries. Manycountries who organise Astronomy Olympiad and participate in regions such as in Latin Americaor Asian Pacific Astronomy Olympiad (APAO) and International Astronomy Olympiad (IAO)or International Olympiad on Astronomy and Astrophysics (IOAA) etc. do not have formalastronomy in the school curriculum. Participants highlighted that having astronomy in school isan advantage to inspire kids towards their career in the STEM field. Some of the participantsshared their story on how astronomy in their early school motivated them to pursue their careerin astronomy and become a professional astronomer.
Participants from Romania shared their plan to start IOAA-junior in 2022, if the pandemicsituation is under control. They shared that they planned to start such an event in 2020 butcould not organise it due to COVID-19. This Astronomy Olympiad for juniors will be open tostudents below 15 years of age, from all regions of the world and it can possibly motivate themto pursue their career in astronomy. Moreover, teachers will find more opportunities to engagetheir students in astronomical competition at national, regional and international levels.
The discussion also revealed that some of the countries do not have national programs, yet theyhave international participation and are doing good. Participants in the session discussed thepower of collaboration to foster sustainable astronomy Olympiad communities in countries viaknowledge sharing. In order to identify the status of formal/informal astronomy education andthe status of Olympiad programs, participants discussed the importance of a global survey thisyear. Participants agreed that such a survey will be the baseline for the planning and executionof the astronomy Olympiad program in their respective countries. They also discussed how ithelps to create a collaborative environment in regions or territories.
Survey: Participants agreed for the need of global survey to map the astronomy Olympiad statusat national, regional and international level.Teacher Training: Participants highlighted the need and importance of teacher training programfor effective astronomy Olympiad programs in their countries.Collaboration: As therewere countrieswhohave long experience of hosting astronomyOlympiadsand countries who have not started a program, countries with expertise showed interest toshare knowledge to help others to organise national programs.
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Access to remote observing
Moderator: Thilina Heenatigala (NAEC & NOC Sri Lanka)Support: Ivo Jokin (NAEC Bulgaria)

The session aimed for a discussion on existing opportunities to remote observing facilities andprogrammes for Education and Public Outreach (EPO). Prior to the session, the moderators rana survey among NOCs and NAECs to find out awareness and engagement with remote observing.53 people responded. 55% have engaged in EPO using a remote facility. 40% are currentlyusing a remote facility to do EPO. 17% said that they are not aware of any remote facilities orprogrammes.
The discussion started with a brief overview of current remote observing facilities and pro-grammes. Both coordinators shared their experience with research, education and outreach.It was understood that remote observing facilities are used for three key outcomes; obtainingnice photos as a fun-learning activity, learning to use tools to do real-research in classrooms,and producing results to publish.
Remote observing has enabled accessibility to conduct real-research in classrooms or at home.It has also helped to overcome the barrier of lack of resources in remote or under-developedareas. Not only at school level, but also at university level, remote observation is a great tool torun research projects. Some examples were shared on using remote observation for teachertraining, where teachers learn how to run small projects for school students.
The discussion concluded with the understanding that a considerable amount of remote observ-ing facilities and programmes already exist and they can handle more observations. However,more observations means that the cost of running the facilities also goes up. As an action item,the group recommends creating a list of existing remote observing facilities and programmes tobe circulated among IAU NOCs and NAECs.

Science education methods
Moderator: Ma. Rosario C. Ramos (NAEC & NOC Philippines)Support: Rosa Doran (NAEC Portugal & Portugese LOAD)

This session addressed the question of how can we provide educators with the latest method-ologies and technologies for teaching STEM and astronomy.
Following are some of the points that were discussed:

• Science methods for education have to pass through Universal Design for Learning (UDL),Design Thinking (DT) and student centred approaches.
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• Teachers need to be prepared to embrace this reality and assume the role of travelcompanion.
• It is important for astronomers to be perceived as experts in some scientific areas in orderto be invited to have an impact in curriculum development and methodologies to beadopted in schools.
• Contemporary skills, 21st century skills are important to promote the learning of sciencecontent.
• Start with people that come to you for activities, to spread your influence further.
• Empowering teachers is important.
• Horizontal, vertical and diagonal articulation between curriculum subjects and gradelevels is key for a more holistic approach in facilitating learning.
• Astronomy is by nature and inter/multi/trans-disciplinary topic.
• Liaise with existing organisations in the country that can support science education.
• You need to build a strong connection with teachers.
• Mindset of teachers have to change so they acknowledge that they do not know every-thing.
• Books can have wrong information and teachers need to feel comfortable in acceptingthat.
• Authoritarian attitudes are still common and have to be addressed continuously andcarefully.
• It is important to use the good examples that are emerging and share it with othercountries (for example, the Ireland curriculum for science).
• Teaching profession is very undervalued.
• Critical thinking is the key to change society in the future.
• The International Astronomical Union (IAU) should make a stand in sharing with ministriesof education the power of trans-disciplinary nature of Astronomy to empower educatorsand build the necessary competencies in teachers and students alike. Astronomers havean obligation to use the power they have in their hands.
• Informal learning is also very important.
• How to bring innovative education to rural areas is also something that needs to be apriority and by all means trying to avoid enhancing the digital divide.
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In conclusion, science education can be more fascinating and engaging with the provisionof new teaching techniques and innovation. Collaboration is indeed necessary to make thisinnovation a reality and to make the teaching community of science education interesting.Teachers should embrace the available resources and organisations must somehow provide thenecessary support to empower the science education community. Effective teaching methodsare essential for making learning a more enjoyable experience. Adopting new strategies anddynamically altering them in response to student response makes the learning experience moreengaging and efficient. Thus, science education will have a more encouraging vision for teachersand students for the betterment of the learning process of both.

Open source tools
Moderator: Santiago Vargas Dominguez (NAEC Colombia)Support: Ndunge Roland (NOC Cameroon)

This session discussed the possible open source tools for communication and collaboration inastronomy outreach, education and elsewhere.
The discussion was centred on the idea of open source, that is the term used to describe anapplication, project, or tool that can be freely shared and modified by users. It started withthe idea of source code, the base of software, being accessible and fed by others, but over theyears the community evolved and is now-a-days considered to be more an “open source way”.Modern open source projects support principles and methods of collaboration for the openexchange of ideas, content, information, tools and, in general, community-oriented developmentprocesses.
In astronomy, there are many open source tools that are used by the community and that arefostering communication, education, outreach, and research. One of the most recognised is“Stellarium”, a free and open source planetarium, that has evolved and includes multiple optionsfor amateur astronomers, teachers, students and passionate stargazers. In many places, it is acommonly used tool for mobile planetariums and has allowed to bring the wonders of the skyto children in remote places where the access to fixed facilities is limited. The IAU has promotedmany open source resources, including software, activities, exhibitions, and collaborations, andloads of volunteering work has been crucial in order to maintain these important actions.
In the session, we also discussed the importance of open source tools in developing countries as,in some cases, their use represents the only way to access software, project, scientific content,etc. Many citizen science projects are using the same philosophy and have helped the incursioninto astronomy for new participants at all levels. We can say that astronomy is very much anopen science already but there should be more efforts to increase people’s involvement andsupport.
Open source tools encourage innovation through collaboration. The open source movementin astronomy has allowed many developments and from whichever perspective you look at,
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it has contributed to improving technology and ideas, thus providing inclusive ways for manycommunities to close the gap of inequality. Sometimes people are familiar with commercialtools but not open source equivalents. We should therefore facilitate the use of open sourcetools and strengthen communities, spending time convincing and training them so that theideas can be replicated to many others. Institutions and individuals should work together tocreate communities of practice in which the healthy open source ecosystems thrive. The IAUhas an important role in promoting awareness and the importance of open source community-building.
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Block 7

Astronomy education in low-income communities
Moderator: Olayinka Fagbemiro (NAEC Nigeria)Support: Manuel Grullon (NOC Domincan Republic)

This session discussed ideas on how we can develop inclusive outreach for people in low incomeareas with kids who do not have access to basic infrastructure.
The theme is very important as much of our outreach resources cannot reach audiences withlow-income. There are varied reasons for this – geographic isolation, aversion to strangers, lackof exposure to even the basics of what we present etc. It requires us to be very dedicated andunderstand the situation of the people we want to reach, which may vary from case to case.As an example, hunger is important and our colleagues in Kenya take food and solar electricitysolutions with them for outreach in refugee camps. It is also important to keep our discoursefun and less technical. It is good to study the audience’s own connection to astronomy or askanyone from them to share their side.
Our colleagues in Argentina rightly pointed out that telescopes are very important when itcomes to astronomy outreach, especially to those who have never looked through one. Oureffort may be the only time they get to look through one and the effect can be life changing.However, many times the outreach colleagues themselves have a low income and thus theycannot afford a telescope. For example, individual educators in Tanzania, India etc. find it costlyto spend 50$ for a telescope (although schools/institutions should be able to afford that mucheasily).
Thus, astronomy communicators in low income areas are deprived of even telescopes andbinoculars, which are seen as the tools of trade otherwise. To overcome this “scope barrier”,donation is often looked at as the best option. In many cases, this means a donation fromoutside the country. This in turn raises many issues like shipping, customs etc., which canbecome a costly affair.
Given that several successful designs are available for low-cost telescopes, our colleagues agreethat donation of lenses/mirrors instead of the whole telescope may be a better way out. Theseare the costliest parts of a telescope and other parts can be put together even with plywoodpieces or plumbing resources. A localised list of materials and guideline for putting all of thesepieces into a telescope could be made. IAU could help a lot in this direction.
Other than telescopes, of course educators visiting remote/low exposure places could carrywith them low cost sundials, sun projection setups, solar eclipse glasses, poster sets etc. Mostof these can be made locally but the field colleagues are often not aware of them. There couldbe efforts to collate a list of such DIY resources. It would also help to have a set of posters or
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info-graphics in all languages. These could be such that they can be effective even if the printingresources available are just black and white A4 sheet printers.
It is clear why the discussion dwelt mostly on awareness/outreach efforts and relevant require-ments. However, we ended with suggesting that some of our colleagues, who can work withformal educators, also see if associating with an educational body would make things easier forthem in low-income areas. There seemed to be ideas that overlap with the suggestions in thesession about “Research in classrooms”. For example, targeting STEM teachers and connectinggeography to astronomy were the unanimous suggestions.
In conclusion, donation of optics and awareness of amateur telescope making is the need ofastronomy communicators reaching low-income areas. A repository of low-cost and adaptable,DIY resources and posters will enable them better. IAU could help with these.

Overcome gender inequality
Moderator: Sara AnjosSupport: Tshiamiso Makwela (NAEC South Africa)

The discussion topics covered were: Do the views of the various gender groups on astronomyand STEM differ? Can we use these views to inspire more children/teenagers with astronomyand help fill the gender gap?
We began by contextualising the session topic within the broader issue of diversity and inclusion.Diversity brings several benefits to organisations: less work withdrawal, less mental illness, morecreativity and productivity, among others. There are several studies that demonstrate that,for instance, more innovative teams seem to link to ethnicity and diversity (Nathan, 2015), bemore profitable (Hunt et al., 2018), and make best science (Adams, 2013; AlShebli et al., 2018).Talking about gender equality implies an inter-sectional and contextual approach of diversityand inclusion, with a focus on gender.
We thought we would divide the discussion into two parts, which correspond to two sides of thesame coin: promoting gender differences before entering a scientific career and talking aboutthe gender-related barriers that hinder success in academia for women.
Women and other under-represented groups still face both direct and indirect problems intheir pursuit of a career in science, also in astronomy and space sciences. The fight for equityand inclusion in astronomy and more generally in science is highly complex and requires jointreflection. Numerous studies have found that women in STEM fields publish less, are paidless for their research and do not progress as far as men in their careers (Kewley, 2021). Thepandemic has aggravated this situation.
Education is needed but it is not enough. There are societal challenges that heighten the gendergap in STEM. Being a societal problem, everyone should feel that this is an issue that concerns
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them, seeking joint solutions to it. To make this topic present in the agendas, it was proposedthat there should be a plenary at IAU meetings on this topic, so that everyone can be aware ofthe situation and jointly seek to contribute to the solution (even those who feel that this issuedoes not concern them).
It was suggested that the IAU should promote the presence ofwomen in scientific organising com-mittees, conferences and other scientific activities monitoring gender equality and highlightingthe contribution to science that womenmake. There should be more part-time positions offered(especially for women who may be starting families) and paid labour to staff/students/postdocsworking on issues of transformation. The IAU should also consider looking at equity when hiringas well as in recruiting volunteers in the offices.
Ideas have also emerged to promote awards and incentives for organisations that adopt concretemeasures supporting the work of women scientists (similar to The Pleiades Awards in Australiaor the UK Athena Swan).
Gender inequity issues are an inter-sectional issue, not just an academic one, as cultures andbackgrounds have an influence on this. One of the things that need to be actively done isto focus on girls/women getting into STEM careers (scholarships and bursaries are currentlyavailable and there should be more for developing countries) and also focus on addressingthe behavioural attitudes of boys/men. As an educational tool, astronomy has proven to be apowerful area to attract younger people into science and there are ongoing projects that areactively contributing to this goal.
Here are some interesting links that were shared during the discussion:
https://ras.ac.uk/news-and-press/news/survey-finds-bullying-and-harassme
nt-systemic-astronomy-and-geophysics
https://gender-gap-in-science.org/
https://www.iop.org/school-resources-address-gender-imbalance
https://www.iau.org/static/publications/springboard-booklet-150dpi-2page
-view.pdf
https://asa-idea.org/
https://aic.saao.ac.za/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-021-01341-z
https://www.iau.org/public/themes/member_statistics/

Astronomy and careers
Moderator: Mayssa El Yazidi (NOC Tunisia)Support: Sarah Abotis-Masters (NAEC Ghana)

The discussion centred around career opportunities for astronomy graduates in different regionsand to advance the use of astronomy to facilitate STEM education and outreach, and promoteproductive employment opportunities.
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In many parts of the world we are working to promote astronomy in various ways, including thepromotion of more university astronomy courses. However, this can cause a problem since insome regions there are not enough openings in the astronomy sector for those with astronomyqualifications. It is recognised that many astronomy graduates go into careers not necessarilyrelated to astronomy, whether by necessity or choice. However in other regions there is adifferent experience, some participants shared that in China and some Latin American countriesthere are not enough astronomy graduates to fill the vacancies!
We discussed the perceptions that people have about astronomy degrees. Astronomy can beperceived by many as a niche subject only for “dreamers” and somehow not related to thereal world. Many people are not aware of what is involved in an astronomy degree, they don’trealise that students learn valuable and transferable skills such as data analysis, critical thinkingetc. We need to work to change this perception so that the advantages and positives of studyingastronomy are recognised. The Basic Radio Astronomy training course from DARA (Developmentin Africa with Radio Astronomy) is a great example of an astronomy related course that includessome training on entrepreneurship so that students are equipped with broad and transferableskills. At the end of the course, students are encouraged to come up with business ideas to puttheir newfound skills to good use, and the best ideas receive some funding.
The discussion also touched on the need to encourage more women and girls to pursue as-tronomy. Globally, girls and young women still face a great many barriers if they wish to studyscience/astronomy/engineering. And although sometimes courses like the ISYA (InternationalSchool for Young Astronomers) are oversubscribed for females, there are still difficulties as theyattempt to enter the work-space. What can be done to help here? Participants agreed that itwould be very useful to see examples of different career trajectories of astronomy graduates,and in fact some documentation of this type already exists:

• The RAS (Royal Astronomical Society, UK) has an online/downloadable booklet about“Careers and transferable skills in Astronomy and Geophysics”, that includes many casestudies of those who went on to work in astronomy/space but also those who enteredother sectors: https://ras.ac.uk/education-and-careers/careers-booklet-
sky-high-and-down-earth.

• ISYA has just launched a survey to find out what their alumni are doing.
• DARA Big Data apparently also keeps a record of their alumni.

Conclusion and Outlook:
• More public education of what is entailed in an astronomy degree is required, so that itsbenefits are more widely recognised.
• More work needs to be done to encourage girls/young women to pursue studies inastronomy, and also to support them as they start their careers.
• Request that the IAU acts to collate information on astronomy careers, career paths andpersonal stories from diverse backgrounds/geographies so as to ensure global relevance.
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Europe – Africa collaborations
Moderator: Nadeem Oozeer (NOC Mauritius)Support: Mamadou N’Diaye

This session discussed possible collaborations between Europe and Africa in which astronomycan help improve societal and technological development.
The moderators and an invited speaker, Valerio Ribiero, presented an overview of some Europe-Africa (EuA) collaborations. The presented collaborations were: AERAP, DARA, AfAS, 5A, Doppler,and the Panafrican space science program.
The discussions topics were centred around what actions the IAU can take to facilitate the EuAinteraction. We also discussed the lesson learned from previous EA collaborations, such as: whatworked? What did not work? And how canwe improve? We further investigated the expectationof collaborators in such initiatives, focusing on Outreach, Education and Development (SDGs).We explored various tools and funding mechanisms that are available to expand and enhancecollaborations. Other discussion points were:

• Building solid relationships is critical for collaborations between Europe andAfrica. There isa need to have continuous feedback and monitoring of projects. Furthermore, to enhancethe partnerships, one has to understand the needs and local environment of participatingcountries. The participants agreed that building a roadmap is a crucial starting pointbefore looking for collaborations. These roadmaps can be channelled through NOCs,NAEC, ROADs, AfAs, and OYA to disseminate the information rather than having manyresources scattered around.
• One should also emphasise the training of secondary and primary learners to join highereducation in astronomy and STEM. Such actions will allow a continuous fuelling of newgenerations in the field.
• Funding seems to be going to big projects rather than smaller projects. For example, onthe African continent, the SKA appears to be tapping more attention. Hence, there isunequal development for other African countries. It is vital to identify alternative ways toget all the nations to benefit from EuA collaborations.
• One should also investigate bi-laterals between their country and other European countriesand vice-versa to tap funding opportunities and other resources.

To conclude, the participants agreed that the IAU could be the point of contact for collecting anddisseminating information about Europe-Africa collaborations through its offices. We carriedout a small survey (https://forms.gle/Wceyk2NH7hTx8FjG6) to understand the Europe-Africa collaborations experiences and expectations, and the results can be made available onrequest.
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Block 8

Astronomy education and outreach in the Caribbean
Moderator: Yasmin CatricheoSupport: Carmen Pantoja (NOC USA)

This session was an opportunity for the IAU Office Family members from the Caribbean andthose who want to collaborate to meet and discuss a set of topics of common interest.
Initially some background of the islands was presented. A list of questions were made availableto guide the discussion. The total population of the Caribbean is 43,721,039 (est. 2018) and thisis distributed over 34 islands. 14 islands with Independent Sovereignty, of those, 4 have NOCsand 1 NAEC. The remaining 20 islands: the Netherlands 6, France 4, USA 2, United Kingdom5, Colombia 1, and Venezuela 2. This was followed with the introduction from participantsand a discussion of the situation from some of the representatives of the islands. Followingsuggestions were made:

• Since some islands are independent nations and others are territories it would be usefulthat all islands have NOCs and NAECs to work at their locations. The territories will benefitfrom this and it will make work and collaborations easier.
• Need to understand the best ways to work with the education systems on the differentislands.
• It would be useful to know the situation of science museums, planetariums and otherfacilities in the different islands since they are good point of contacts for astronomyoutreach and education.
• Coordinated events such as the Exoplanet Naming have served to facilitate contactingpersons interested in astronomy in the Caribbean.
• It would be useful to know what type of interactions exists between the professionalsocieties and the Caribbean.
• How do we get more connections and support? What collaborations can be made, andhow do we learn what are the needs of the region?
• It is recommended that the Andean Regional Office and the North American RegionalOffice of Astronomy for Development should communicate to be aware of each othersefforts in the Caribbean.
• Announcement of Latin American School for teachers: https://planetariomedellin
.org/aulabajolasestrellas2021.
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• Zero shadow day was announced: https://astron-soc.in/outreach/activities/
zero-shadow-day/

• A listing of amateur groups in the Caribbean was started.
• It was agreed to continue discussions in a follow-up meeting.

Astrotourism
Moderator: Lundby Rekaa (NAEC Norway)Support: Nicolas Vasquez

This session explored astronomy related areas to promote scientific culture and sustainabletourism as a tool for development. Historical astronomical sites, conservation of nature forobservation (astrostays projects) were discussed.
Dark skies and historical sites contribute to astrotourism as an attraction for incoming guests.The communicator is the key factor for success in astrotourism. Training and products relatedto tourism are necessary, such as guides and maps. Astrotourism can have a positive impacton formal tourism, it supports the tourism industry as a whole. Nonetheless, it needs to beconnected with communities and the local government. The audience is composed mainlyof people looking for experiential tourism. Trails and landscape watching are activities indemand.
During the meeting, ongoing projects in Italy, Ireland and Ecuador were discussed. The IAUand OAD have astrotourism as one working flagship. The division C: Education, Outreach andHeritage works on the recognition of sites of astronomical interest. “Astronomy for developmentis about people, not the stars” shows the efforts of the office of Astronomy for Development tocontribute to developmental challenges using tools from astronomy for the benefit of society.Astrostays projects are proposed for their sustainability. Once the sanitary emergency caused bythe worldwide pandemic is resolved, we expect a dramatic increase in the demand for tourismand leisure.
Resources for astrotourism:
https://astrostays.com/
https://en.fundacionstarlight.org/
https://www.astro4dev.org/sustainable-local-socio-economic-development-t
hrough-astronomy/
https://astro4dev.eu/images/main/Astrotourism_manual_ENG_150dpi.pdf
https://www.skyatnightmagazine.com/advice/skills/stargazing-ireland-best
-places/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hcwv1gOj1to&t=6643s
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Telescope network
Moderator: Kuntal Misra (NAEC India)Support: Sarita Vig (NAEC India)

During this session we focused on three agenda points:
1. Why do we need a network of small telescopes and what is the purpose of this network?Local versus global network.The people who attended the session were very positive about creating a network oftelescopes. Such a network would reach out to a larger community to promote astronom-ical events (like covering an event for 24 hours, if feasible, using a global network). Thiswould enhance (i) knowledge sharing, (ii) problem solving skills, (iii) helping with telescopehandling and operations, along with (iv) interaction with the outreach community and thepublic. School students could perform small science projects using this network. However,whether such networks would be local (country based) or global (international) was apoint of discussion. It was felt that the local network would be useful for countries thathave sufficient critical mass in number of telescopes, while the global network could bevery useful for countries that do not have many telescope resources.
2. How should such a network be created?Modes of communication that can be used. There are several modes by which commu-nication could be carried out amongst the different groups who are willing to be a partof the telescope network. WhatsApp, email, online forums, social media, and onlinediscussions were some modes of communication that were favoured.
3. Possible outcomes:a) Research in classrooms and outreach activitiesb) Astronomical events

It was felt during the panel discussion that such a network would be very useful for astronomyoutreach programmes, especially as some events could be covered for 24 hours without anyinterruption, while others could be streamed for places that cannot view the events. Eventscould be broadcast using Astronomy Outreach Telegrams. Teachers and students training willbe an integral part of this network to maintain/operate the telescope along with small scienceprojects like study of variability in stars and monitoring bright supernovae. To initiate creation ofthis network, an email could be circulated (with help from IAU) to all NAECs with a google formto gauge the number of people/countries willing to contribute resources to the small telescopesnetwork. Community gathering and social interaction will enable for a better understandingand usage of this network.
During the summary session, it was pointed out that the small telescopes network could beactively tied to the theme “taking astronomy research to classrooms” which will result in apositive interaction between the two groups.
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Education and outreach
Moderator: Premana W. Premadi (NAEC Indonesia)Support: Dr. Zhu Jin (NOC & NAEC China Nanjing)

The IAU Office Family should be seen as the direct link between the IAU community and peopleworldwide, specifically through education. Therefore, we consider that it is necessary to givea clear theoretical definition of what is understood by education, by learning, by teaching,by formal, non-formal and informal areas, evaluation, qualitative and quantitative research.Besides, the differences between the concepts of education and dissemination/outreach mustbe clarified in order to reinforce the development of specific astronomy education researchprojects, different from those dedicated to outreach.
Audience: 20 people; Active participants: 6 + 2 (hosts).Regions (and conditions) represented by active participants: Central America, Southern Africa,Central West Africa, Middle East, East Asia, Southeast Asia.
Issues and Responses:

1. Education and Outreach: what, who, how?
• Formal education: astronomy is still not included in general curriculum in majorityof schools and regions; teachers appreciate help; at university level astronomy isquite exclusive to astronomy programs only
• Informal education: outreach, popularisation: routine as outreach program of ob-servatories, university astronomy students, planetaria, science/discovery museum,less routine by amateur astronomer clubs, independent science/astronomy commu-nicators; programs vary in activity, content, scheduling: very much dependent ofresources: human, financial, facility, collaboration with schools, universities, institu-tions.

Astronomy needs to be recognised as part of basic science just as biology, physics, andchemistry in order it gets fair proportion in curriculum. Teachers and science communica-tors get better preparation for it, and learning resources improve in quality and quantity.
2. Content and delivery: variations: sky observation with minimal to optimal scientificexplanation; school visits (in line with curriculum and/or extracurricular activities) whichopen opportunities to develop material together; more resourceful program can havemore specific objectives, e.g., categorised content and delivery into cognitive levels; alltry to be inclusive to variety of backgrounds and needs; experience in outreach activitiesoffer a lot to improve educational methods in general.
3. Challenges and solutions: limitation, boundaries, support, network, sustainability: needsalways outnumber resources; study materials and online resources are often not in nativelanguage; the use of mathematics as a more universal logic often helps; astronomyOlympiads (and other similar competitions) help promotes astronomy albeit limited to
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excellent students and schools; light pollution is a hindrance in big cities where schools areof better quality: could push dark sky protection campaign via public night sky observation;some developing countries benefit from past and/or ongoing scientific collaboration withadvanced countries to also take care of education and outreach in astronomy.
4. Aspiration and preparations: goals, evaluation, quality and quantity, training, recognition:provide good quality learning experience; international astronomy network helps with‘standard’ quality as well as access to resources and support to upgrading efforts; thelarge gap between the advancement of astronomy as science and public understandingof astronomy, even in advance countries, indicates the need for better and more rigorousoutreach program and better cooperation among scientists, science communicators,trainers, facilitators, amateur astronomers, and all relevant institutions. IAU has beenvery good at recognising and supporting effort in education and outreach in astronomysuch that more people are interested to contribute, and more work is developing for thiscause.

Astronomical societies
Moderator: William Waller (NAEC USA)Support: Sona Ehlerova (NAEC & NOC Czech Republic)

In this session participants discussed what (inter)national astronomical societies are alreadydoing to support education and public outreach (E&PO) and how our IAU Offices could helpthese societies improve their E&PO efforts. Participants were asked:
• How well are your astronomical societies reaching out to the public?
• How well are your societies supporting elementary and secondary school students?
• How well are your societies supporting elementary and secondary school teachers?
• What sort of collaborative efforts among your societies could help advance their E&PO?
• What could the IAU Offices Family do to advance E&PO efforts by these societies?

We intended to follow a sequential format based on continents, where panellists from eachcontinent would be invited to talk in the following order: Asia, Africa and theMiddle East, Europe,North America, and Latin America. We ended up getting around 20 participants, with about 6volunteers discussing their respective regions in a rather asynchronous manner. All continentsbut Latin America were represented in these discussions. Many of the panellists noted two kindsof astronomical societies. There are the astronomical societies that mostly serve professionalastronomers and advanced students preparing to become astronomers. Other societies mostlyserve amateur astronomers who, in turn, provide the bulk of the public outreach. Pre-collegiate
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students and teachers are irregularly served by both kinds of societies, as there is often littleto no systemic incorporation of formal astronomy education within the schools themselves.Polling of the participants indicated that their societies serve teachers well (25%), a little bit(67%), or not at all (8%).
Recommendations for the IAU Offices included:

• Establishing liaisons to the more influential societies (see https://www.dropbox.com/
s/u8tw8sdr86g5rnk/Listing%20of%20Astronomical%20Societies%20in%20E%2
6PO.pdf?dl=0).

• Partnering with Astronomers without Borders (AWB, https://www.astronomerswitho
utborders.org/home)

• Developing and promoting a formal curriculum in Astronomy for primary and secondaryschools.
• Helping to provide teacher training in Astronomy (in-person, online, and hybrid).
• Re-examining any surveys that were administered by the IAU about the status of Astron-omy in every country after IYA2009.
• Offering materials and technical support through the astronomical societies, as was donewith recent eclipses.
• Providing a roster of people to give online talks (see https://www.iau.org/public/m
eettheiauastronomers/)
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IAU Offices summary

Office of Astronomy for Development
Kevin Govender, Director, OAD, South Africa

About the OAD:

The Office of Astronomy for Development (OAD) is a joint project of the International Astronom-ical Union (IAU) and the South African National Research Foundation (NRF) with the support ofthe Department of Science and Innovation (DSI). The mission of the OAD is to help further theuse of astronomy, including its practitioners, skills and infrastructures, as a tool for developmentbymobilising the human and financial resources necessary in order to realise the field’s scientific,technological and cultural benefits to society. This is primarily implemented through fundingand coordinating projects that use Astronomy as a tool to address issues related to sustainabledevelopment. Since 2013, more than 200 projects have been funded through the annual Call forProposals. The OAD has 11 Regional Offices and Language Centres around the world who sharethe OAD vision but focus their activities within a geographic or cultural or language region.
Reaction to the Family Meeting:

The first gathering of the various communities connected to the IAU Offices (our global “family”)proved to be a resounding success, in large part due to the excellent team at the OAE whocoordinated the logistics of the event. In retrospect, it is understandable that this turned outto be a successful event, because when you bring together such a group of inspired, capableindividuals, all connected through astronomy, magic is bound to happen!
I personally attended all or part of a number of sessions including Research in classrooms;Decolonising astronomy outreach and education; Citizen Science; Astronomy in insecure areas;Astrotourism; and several regional sessions (Oceania, French, Africa, Arab, EU-Africa). What Ifound most interesting from the OAD perspective is how many challenges are shared amongthe various IAU Office networks – with several topics having come before in discussions withthe various OAD regional offices and language centres. Whether one is engaging in publicoutreach, education at school/university level, or looking at addressing development issues withastronomy, there are common obstacles that need to be addressed. By working together acrossIAU offices, we are able to overcome those obstacles easier. For example, if the OAD had aproject in an “insecure area” then we could consult with the OAE and OAO about experiences inthe region and possibly combine efforts/contacts such that our respective mandates are betterfulfilled at that location. Similarly, there are also several resources available within the broaderfamily of collaborators which can benefit the objectives of the different IAU Offices. For example,citizen science can be used to engage the public, stimulate education at school level, as well aspotentially engage students at university level in terms of skills development. The same applieswith regard to the use of robotic telescopes or data archives. The success of this meeting was inidentifying those potential synergies and actually having real time discussions about how to
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collaborate around them. The collection of brief session summaries is a great resource that canbe used as a reference and starting point to dive deeper into particular topics.
Beyond the practical synergies and benefits that have arisen from the IAUOffices FamilyMeeting,there was something far more striking that emerged. What was expressed in those sessions,often without even trying, was the passion that people had in doing what they were doing.Their infinite kindness and caring for the world. Their sheer capacity to love, and to help, theirfellow human beings. It was an amazing gathering of diverse minds but shared heart! Beingpart of this meeting brought into sharp focus the energy, the passion, the enthusiasm of ourcommunity towards a common cause – to make the world a better place through astronomy.To have such unity in a (virtual) room full of diverse people – from different cultures, locations,languages, backgrounds – is something that all participants should be really proud of.
It is within this diversity that lies our greatest strength. At the OAD the guiding principle ofhumility is written into our founding (and current) documents. It expresses the idea that wecannot possibly understand what is best for the people we hope to serve, without first actuallylistening and engaging. Ideas that may work in one environment may be irrelevant in another.Fundamental to abiding by this principle is acknowledging and respecting the importance andstrength of diversity in all we do. In South Africa, home to the OAD, the national motto is
!ke e: /xarra //ke, written in the Khoisan language of the /Xam people. It literally means diverse
people unite. This meeting was a demonstration of this statement on a global scale.
And so I reiterate my thank you to everyone in this IAU family for coming together, for bringingyour diverse views, your passion, your energy, and for uniting through our individual efforts, touse astronomy, in so many different ways, to ultimately try to achieve a better world for all.

Office for Astronomy Outreach
Lina Canas (IAU/NAOJ), Director, OAO, Tokyo, Japan

Overview of the IAU Office for Astronomy Outreach

The work of the IAU Office for Astronomy Outreach (OAO) is about building bridges betweenthe IAU and the global astronomy community of amateur astronomers, outreach practitioners,educators, communicators, and the public, and through international collaboration, to makethe science of astronomy accessible to all. The OAO team is based in Tokyo and the office isa joint venture of the International Astronomical Union (IAU) and the National AstronomicalObservatory of Japan (NAOJ), under the auspices of the National Institutes of Natural Sciences(NINS) of Japan.
The mission of the OAO is to engage the public in astronomy through access to astronomicalinformation and communication of the science of astronomy. Our mission is carried through a
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network of IAU National Outreach Coordinators (NOCs) and implemented through the IAU’sengagement initiatives with the public.
The role of the global astronomy community is essential to the successful implementation ofthe office key strategic actions under the IAU Strategic Plan 2020-2030 that include to:

• facilitate international communication through exchanges and translations;
• provide open databases and public-friendly access to astronomical information;
• encourage communication of science and critical thinking through IAU member publicengagement, professional-amateur, and citizen science activities; and
• promote dark skies and the pale blue dot message.

All this accomplished by a knowledgeable, representative, and inclusive community of NOCs.
A global family with aligned goals

Across all discussions brought to the IAU Offices Family Meeting (OFM 2021) by our offices’representatives, we were most impressed to see areas that we, as IAU Offices, converge arealready being discussed and tackled in a constructive and collaborative framework by NOCs,NAECs, ROADs and LOADs.
From our latest data, we have 24 NOCs that are also NAECs, 14 NOCs that are part of a ROAD ora LOAD and 15 ISYAs alumni that are NOCs. Therefore, it was natural to see (1) so many NAECsalso committed to outreach, informal education, and communication. Actively moving beyondthe formal education setting or reach and effectively involving the public, parents, and theircommunity at large. (2) Many ISYAs members are active NOCs, with communication and publicengagement playing an important role in their research careers and to whose, programs suchas the IAU-Kavli Public Engagement Training program can contribute further to the training ofthese young professional astronomers in science communication and outreach. And, of course,(3) our colleagues in the ROADs and LOADs, focusing their work on astronomy outreach fordevelopment. Their outreach actions with a central component on socio-economic impact, suchas astrotourism with an emphasis on dark and quiet skies protection and pale blue dot throughglobal citizenship awareness.
A framework of action for the next triennium

Throughout the meeting, the OAO learnt and listen: from our community’s own contexts andneeds, to bring all that information into our planning and how that will shape and inform theOAO programsmid- and long term. How to improve the OAO impact and support to the inspiringwork our offices representatives are doing in alignment with our mission.
The importance of representation: altogether with the NOCs improve representation withinthe network in some large countries and territories, identifying people already working on ourconverging topics (such as formal education with and for society, outreach for development).Work closer with the IAU National Committee of Astronomy (in IAU member countries) and the
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NAECs, LOADs and ROADs and ISYAs Alumni to increase this national expansion in the NOCsrepresentation.
One NOC is not representative of the entire country; therefore, it is paramount to demonop-olising outreach representation making it more diverse and inclusive at a national level. TheOAO has already established NOC Committees as large as ten to fifteen representatives fromastronomy institutions and associations amateurs, professionals, science centres, planetariums;and it is important to understand how this model works in some countries and tailor it andexpand it to each country or territory to help this representation, naturally including genderbalance and underrepresented communities.
Outreach of the IAU within our networks: the OAO has the role of raising awareness of the workthe various IAU Divisions, Commissions andWorking Groups are carrying. We identified multiplediscussion sessions during the IAU OFM 2021 that would mutually benefit with exchanges ofexpertise by bringing together our IAU communities - IAU members and the IAU offices family.
On evaluation and monitoring impact: building up and sharing existing tools and resourcesavailable for monitoring and evaluation. Provide guidance packages and training for publicengagement initiatives, informal education and outreach.
On relations with amateur astronomers: highlight the best practices of so many amateursalready collaborating as our NOC representatives, bridgingwith (and between) amateur societies,organising Pro-Am international meetings.

• On translations and language base-collaborations and exchanges: strengthen our effortswith the NAECs, and the work they are doing. Utilise the volunteer network platform fromthe OAD to find more translators.
• On recognising outreach actions by professional astronomers: move beyond raising aware-ness of the importance of giving proper credit to the work of astronomers for theiroutreach activities and have it formally recognised and valued in their curricula by theIAU, employment institutions, etc;
• Improve regional connections and collaborations: support meetings and other actionsacross the various representatives in the same region.
• Funding opportunities and community needs on funding: create a list of internationalfundraising sources to be used across all office representatives, and to provide sometraining on how to apply. Funding for outreach efforts is most scarce and uncertain andmake its sustainability long term difficult.
• Accessible resources& tools: AstronomyAwareness Kit, Open-source tools, identify STEAMtools, activities and resources, provide access to more resources including localisation,translations and overall re-design resources for a better representation.
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Final remarks

Our community has identified a large and diverse variety of items, important across all offices,that we can actively and immediately address in the programs and projects of the OAO.
Independent of the topic, collaborations and support were transversal to all discussions as weare all contributing to the same mission – the mission of the IAU of promoting and safeguardingthe science of astronomy through international cooperation across research, development,education, and communication. This is our mission; this is what brings us together: each of theoffices with a particular goal, a well-defined set of strategic actions to implement in the nextdecade but united in the same mission as we are all IAU.
It was clear we found in our community a place where we can share our concerns, anxieties,struggles and that we have a safe space. Building a community of support and dialogue isessential, a group we know we can turn to, lean on and rely upon. Sharing the same values, thesame goals, the same excitement for astronomy, and how to make a positive change in society,altogether with the family we choose.
To all our extended family and friends, our heartfelt thank you very much on behalf of the IAUOffice for Astronomy Outreach. Let this meeting be a promising beginning and the first of many.We at the OAO wish you all had an inspiring and fruitful meeting. It certainly was for us.

Office of Astronomy for Education
Carolin Liefke, Deputy Director, OAE, Heidelberg, Germany

The IAU Office of Astronomy for Education

The mission of the IAU Office of Astronomy for Education (OAE) is to support the community ofprofessional astronomers and astronomy educators worldwide to use astronomy as a stimulusfor STEM teaching and education from elementary to high school level. The OAE is hostedat Haus der Astronomie in Heidelberg, Germany, and is a joint project of the InternationalAstronomical Union (IAU) and the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Wissenschaftene.V. (MPG), represented by the Max Planck Institute for Astronomy. It was founded in December2019 and is co-funded by the Klaus Tschira Foundation and the Carl Zeiss Foundation.
The OAE is dedicated to working in close collaboration with the astronomy education communityworldwide. Its activities aim at supporting teachers, educators and astronomers interested ineducation, at providing astronomy education resources, and at promoting astronomy in schoolcurricula.
The availability of resources (ideally in local languages) is crucial for astronomy education. Sincenot reinventing thewheel is one of our core principles, taking stock of existingmaterials and their
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dissemination is important. The OAE itself, with the help of the astronomy education community,also provides infrastructure, e.g. the astroEDU platform of peer-reviewed educational materials,and creates and curates fundamental astronomy education resources, like a glossary of essentialastronomical terms for primary and secondary school education, as well as astronomical images,illustrations and animations that are free to use. Additionally, the OAE pushes the translation ofresources.
The OAE Reviews, compact summaries on a given topic based on existing resources and devel-oped by experts in the field in a living document will help astronomers interested in educationto keep up with astronomy education research developments, modern teaching methods, andevaluation techniques, and educators with astronomy-specific topics.
OAE Schools for Astronomy Education (SAEs), to be established locally and online, will fosterthe professionalisation of teachers. Defining community standards will ensure reputation andquality of resources and training.
The OAE as a part of the IAU offices family

The OAE is the youngest of the four IAU offices, and thus we were able to benefit from theexisting structures of the other offices from the very beginning. Our own network of National As-tronomy Education Coordinator (NAEC) teams is based on the concept of the National OutreachCoordinators (NOCs) of the Office of Astronomy Outreach (OAO). The NOCs, together with theRegional Offices and Language Centres (ROADs and LOADs) of the Office of Astronomy for Devel-opment (OAD) and their country coordinators helped us to identify and vet potential candidatesfor the NAEC teams; and many NOCs additionally joined the NAEC force themselves.
Keymembers of the astronomy education community inmany countries have ties to the IAU thatdate back for decades – as alumni of the International Schools for Young Astronomers (ISYAs),now organised by the Office for Young Astronomers (OYA). This includes staff from the OAECenters and Nodes that have already been established or are in the process of establishmentin different countries around the world to support the mission of the OAE with additionalresources.
Prior to the existence of the OAE, astronomy education in primary and secondary schoolshas been supported by both the OAD and the OAO, and both offices will continue to do so.Considering the continuous transition between astronomy education and outreach as well asthe crucial role played by education in development actions, there is a significant overlap in themissions of these three offices, and the immediate conclusion is to work as closely together aspossible. For us, this has been a very helpful and pleasant experience, and I would like to thankmy colleagues at the other offices for the fruitful collaboration.
The Offices Family Meeting

The initial idea to bring the NOCs of the OAO and the NAECs of the OAE from different countriestogether to foster collaborations between them quickly evolved into something bigger thatincluded the networks of all four offices. This is how the Offices Family Meeting was born. Theintention was to strengthen the existing networks, and to initiate inter-offices collaborationsbetween individuals. Thus we decided against a classical conference format with pre-defined
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talks and issued a call to propose topics for sessions instead, with a strong focus on discussionand networking. This ensured that the session topics were actually close to the heart of theparticipants.
While not everything might have been perfect or as smooth as it could have been, the result wasoverwhelming: It was great to see so many people unified in their passion for astronomy, andfor education and outreach. With everybody willing to join forces and share their knowledge,several initiatives and collaborations were launched or revitalised.
Above all, this emphasised that we – the offices family – are really a family: a community withstrong ties. And yet, we’d like to welcome additional members, i.e. to recruit people fromcountries or territories that do not have representatives in the networks of the different officesyet, but also to motivate those people who are currently not actively participating. Let theOffices Family Meeting be a starting point: for knowledge exchange, for collaboration, and forgrowth.

Office of Young Astronomers
Itziar Aretxaga (INAOE, Mexico), Director, ISYA

The International School for Young Astronomers (ISYA) is a three-week long intensive graduateschool that targets countries where astronomy is not fully developed, as well as isolated graduatestudents around the globe. It has organised 42 schools and enrolled 1484 alumni over its 54year lifespan. The ISYA, funded in 1967, is the main program of the Office for Young Astronomers(OYA) since its creation in 2015. OYA is a virtual office funded by the IAU and the NorwegianAcademy of Science and Letters to provide the support for ISYA. It does not have any permanentstaff. ISYA director and deputy director, who are volunteers to the program, are the main contactfor the initiative.
At the IAU Offices Family Meeting we had the opportunity to connect with the extended nationalnetworks of the other 3 IAU Offices. In preparation for this encounter, we looked at the presenceof ISYA alumni in OAD/OAE/OAO networks to find 17 National Astronomy Education Coordinators(NAEC), 15 National Outreach Coordinators (NOCs) and 3 members of Regional Offices forAstronomy Development (ROADs) to be alumni of ISYAs.
The interaction with national contacts in the one-to-one space of the Offices Meeting wastremendously rich. We certainly met with pleasure our own alumni, but also new contacts thatprovided a diverse perspective for the ISYAs. We were reminded once again of the enormousimpact pioneers have in their country of origin, and the line of transmission and passion to pursuegraduate studies in astronomy that depends on these individuals that plant the seeds in theircommunities. Some representatives reminded us of the need to extend ISYA announcementsthrough their own networks, as communications by IAU members sometimes do not reachnation-wide students. Announcements are sent by email to IAU national members in the
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IAU region of interest for the school, and to contacts for OAD and OAO in countries withoutnational or individual IAU members, as well as through the IAU social media. We will now sendannouncements through all IAU networks of the region of interest.
Interactions in the discussion group of “Astronomy and careers” emphasised two aspects thatare developed in our program too: the need to present career options outside of academia,and the need to present a list of skills that are particularly developed in an astronomy degreeand later applied in non-academic jobs, to encourage students to join the field. Scarcity of jobsin academia is one of the reasons mentioned by representatives of countries with developedastronomical societies, and lack of national professionals, graduate schools, developmenttrajectories and role models was mentioned by representatives of countries with small or noprofessional astronomical communities. On the other hand, representatives of countries withsizeable professional astronomical communities (>100 IAU members), but still relatively smallfor their population, stress the scarcity of young researchers that can develop the science andfill available positions in research centers and universities. Mobility is, in this case, a dispositionthat needs to be emphasised. A document developed by the Royal Astronomical Society of theUK was mentioned in this session, and this provides a good model to present careers outside ofacademia, but it needs to be adapted to the different IAU regions.
OYA has implemented through its history a series of workshops aimed to enhance the careerdevelopment options of ISYA students. We have a perspective to contribute with, as these areaspects we discuss in our workshops. Career paths outside of research in academia are indeedpresented within ISYAs and we note that a significant percentage of the students attending areeager to complete their degrees with the aim to apply their skills outside of the well-knownacademic path of research, whether this is outreach, education or policy making. Often they donot find role models to do this transition or they feel stigmatised for having different goals thanthe majority of their peers. The discussion on career options reassures them that their goals arevalid ones within the astronomy community at large. More discussion and training is needed inuniversities to recognise and thrive in this diversity of goals among our youngsters.
In the discussion group of “Astronomy in insecure areas”, we had some input to share, as our veryheterogeneous groups of alumni face different perceptions on security when visiting a foreigncountry, often for the first time. Security measures need to be checked upon and communicatedby the local organising teams from the perspective of a person foreign to the traditions and usesin their communities.
The IAU Offices Family Meeting was a delight to participate in, and a good exchange of points ofview, values and visions from around the globe for the field of astronomy.
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